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At this time of the year
everybody is so busy in the
high gear of getting ready for
the holidays it is often a welcome respite to stop for a
breather and
have a good
chuckle.
This breather was offered to
me Wednesday when our good
friend H. E. Boyd came into
the office, with his usual cheery
greeting and told Us a good
story or two. I enjoyed them
so much that I thought you
would too, so I am reprinting
them here so that you might
enjoy a chuckle away from the
frenzy in which you find yourself.
Read those little "vignettes"
of fun
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F-altou, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday
, December 13, 1956

GOV. CHANDLER
ENDS FIRST YEAR
'WELL PLEASED'

Number Fifty

Fulton Receives Report From
Washington On Prison Site

Says Program
Of Plans Has
Made Progress

A

rted effort ley the Fulton
Chamber of ComWATERHEID NAMED merceconce
and the Twin City Developmen
t Committee to secure a
tic Federal prison for the
Fulton area was reKENTUCKY MEMBER newed gigan
with word from Washington
as to the requirements
must be met in order to
secure the Alcatraz-type
Of STATE BOARD that
Federal prison for this area.
Dr. Glynn

Today marks the quarter
pole
for the 4-year Chandler
administration in Frankhirt.
With
his time one-fourth
spent, the Governor
said he is
well pleased with innovations
and advances made throug
Bushart, president of the Cham
Council Works
htut Kentucky in the last
ber of Comyear.
merce
and
Randa
To
ll Burcham, chairman of the
Make
Laws
"I feel those of us who were
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Development Committee, meeting
elected last year have made
More Uniform
with
When it comes to picking up
other
inter
ested
some notable strides in effectSEMI FINALISTS: Sixth graders from Union City CenThe Legislative Research citizen
a check some fellows have an
s
contac
ted
ing better governmental serState
and
Natral defeated challengers from Wingo Haste Saturday Commission has designated Lt tional
Meanwhile members of the
impediment in their reach
officials with a view tovices for our people of KenGov Harry Lee Waterfield
morning on WFUL's Spelling Bee to advance a round
the ward getting consideration for F'ederal Institution committee of
tucky." he said.
"Well, you can't say I made
in the st;ition's popular contest. Union Citians, (above) Kentucky delegate-member of Fulton as the site for the pri- the Union City Chamber of
Cited by the Governor as
Commerce met Saturday afterCouncil of State Govern- son.
any noise coming in last night" "brtgh
inclu
de (I to r) Steve Speed, Jim Bondurant, Ann the
t spots" were:
ments' board of managers.
noon to investigate the possi"No, hut the men carrying
It
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Sedbe
reliably reported to bilities
rry, Jimmie Hammonds, Webb Key, gathered
Enactment of the Minimum
of locating a proposed
Waterfield is chairman and the News that either
you did"
Foundation Program for Edua site in
around teacher, Miss Nell Crosthwaite. Another teach- director of
the commission. The Illinois or Mayfield, Kentucky Alcataz-type prison there.
cation, which puts 20 million
er, Mrs. John Miller, was not present.
council works for cooperation had been tentatively
George C. Cloys, chairman
Scotch pciliticuin (tendering additi
selected
onal dollars to work this
among state governmentq and as the site for
• lighted cigar) "Take • wee year
the prison. This of the committee, said that the
making better school facbeteen them and the federal report could not
puff laddie and give me your ilities
be officially committee is organizing materfor Kentucky children.
governrnent.
ial now for a brochure that
nate on election day."
pinned
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howev
er.
Endorsement given the 100must be prepared and in
The commission is studying
the
million-dollar road bond issue.
hands of the Director of the
Two hunters had been out
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in the woods for several hours we
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code of laws for the states.
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Washington, D. C., prior to Dec.
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20th.
growing uneasy. Finally panic in
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the information needed by the
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The take-over ability of Lt. ter than this year, with higher views
were made. public Sun- on Uniform State Laws.
bureau to determine on a site
posed friend. "Shoot an extra Gov
Harry Lee Waterfield. wages and higher prices.
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day.
for the proposed 15-million deer and the game warden will During
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Besides accommodations for
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We wouldn't believe it.
lists other requirements
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road bond issue He efficiently
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The bureau does desire ts
a Texan died and all were purely weld radio
business for
entertainhowever allv counties and States lecate
Scheduled for next week is
the prison in this area.
c•"mated on the same day The ment. with a
the sagging farm equipment Democratic political circles for will
local flavor, a tape recording of the
be
under the same plan The report
many years.
Christ- and home building indust
NebraNka man was first and you're missing
asks that inforrna
ries;
when
the
re a.. musical program of local
final count has been t ion furnis
There were 35 of the 42
when his ashes were removed, a treat by not
or more than a slight rise in
hed the bureau
ade.
schewls The first through the
Itt
Continued on Page 4
they were put into a quart jar. tuning
net farm income, sales of six
in
sixth grades of Carr Institute,
a
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dntywo
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The Ohio man was next, and every
million or more
automobiles meetin
day,
and Mrs. Fleming's room, the
g.
The
prcommittee men
his ashes required a pint con- Monday
compared to this year's 5,800,thrfifth and sixth grades of Terry and women were elected the
tainer
(Continued an Page 4)
ough Friday,
Norman School will air their
Saturday before
The Texan was last After 15 to Mary-Nelle
Christmas program via tape rehours the furnace
door was Wright's "My Mrs.
BIG
WINN
ER!
cording
t
OPEN EVENINGS!
opened Out walked the Texan Fir Ladv" program at Wrigh
9 30 a.
Fulton is going to lose its
And also scheduled for next
The Rebail Merchants of FulMrs. Claude Linton was a
mopping his face
railroad toid the News this
with his ni on WFUL.
week is a tape recording of lucky lady Tuesday when
ton will begin staying open old roundhouse, but is going
handkerchief "Boy," he said.
she
to week that the first diesel reBusy Mary-Nelle, v.ho also the Brov.fnie
Scout Troop of identified
Fulton's
"if we get two more days of writes
Phantom every evening on December 17 gain a new diesel repair shop, pair
Diary of Doin's for the Martin. Tenn. This
installation in Fultort may
this hot weather, it'll ruin the
group has Voice on Radio Station WFUL. to accomodate shoppers. The if recommendations of I. C.
Fulton County News, is like recently appear
ed on TV and Mrs. Linttip correctly identified evening opening schedule will officials are carried out, the be on a small scale, but can
cotton for sure"
a beaver these days with live WFUL is privil
be enlarged as needed. Even
eged to bring Mrs. -Hugh Pigue as having the he in effect until Christmas. News learned this week.
interviews on the air, and them to you.
though the new shop is locatmystery voice, which for sev- Come to Fulton to shop for the
Third-garder's definition of tape-recorde
Word
that
a
diesel
shop was
d
pmgrams, that
Mary-Nelle also does a mon- eral weeks has had radio lis- biggest values anywhere!
a reindeer: "Horse with a TV ere of interes
scheduled for Fultbn was re- ed here, some drop in employt to people every- thly tape recording
ment is anticipated when the
teners in the area stumped.
of
ar.tenna."
Homeleased
to
the
press this week,
where.
maker Clubs in the area and For her skill, Mrs. Linton
round
house
is
removed, he
OFF
ailong
TO
reFLORIDA
with a story that the
Lost week Mary-Nelle inter- interspersed
stated.
with
her
local ceived a handsome jack-pot doIf you see good in every- viewed Samue
Happy vacationing to Mr. railroad plans
another massl Stanfield Ether- happenings are news
items of nated by a local merchant. ind Mrs. Gene Williamson and scale purchase of new diesel
body, you May be an optimist idge, a
former local boy, and interest to people
in Fulton, Another Phantom Voice Is now Mr. and Mrs. L. M. McBri
—and then again, you may be
de engines that will practically elihis wife who had just return- from people every
on the air each morning at iind their families
where.
nuts.
who will minate all steam engines from
ed from Germany.
Samuel's
"My Fair Lady" is only one 9:15 a. m. . . . listen in and take
off this week-end for this section of the railroad.
lovely wife, a petite and grac- of the new and
delightful pro- test your ability to know the Florida for a happy vacati
Clerk: "Teas
Without wishing to be identiare
satin ious German girl, added much grams
on
on W'FUL. . . . other voices of your friends.
bloomers."
field, a representative of the
in that sunny clime.
te the local interview.
features will be reported in
Girl: Well I want some
Elmer Cupples, 31, suffered
On Wednesday of this week other issues.
that have never been used be- Milton
Give To The Needy
Save Money — Shop In Fulton
MAIL EARLY . . BE SURE a badly mangled elbow in a
Owen Exton, recently
fore."
miraculous escape from death
returned ,from the Far Easel.
Postmaster Jack Carter again about 6:00 a. m. Wednesday
was interviewed on the popuA drunk tried several times lar
this week urges local patrons morning on U. S. 51 just north
radio
program.
Milton
to navigate a revolving door Owen,
of the postoffice to mail early of Fulton. He was admitted
the son of Mr and Mrs.
to
for Christmas and be assured Fulton Hospital and sent
but finally gave up and lean- Milton Exum
to
has been stationed against a lamp post Along
that
your gift
package or Memphis later in the morning.
ed aboard the U. S. Navy's
Christmas letter will reach the
came a man and walked into giant aireraf
Cupples, whose home is in
t carrier, the Wasp.
the door. As it revolved the
addressee on time for Christ- Chicago, was
On Friday morning. Decemdriving
from
other side revealed a pretty ber 14,
mas cheer!
Greenfield, after visiting his
Mary-Nelle will broadgirl stepping from
it. The cast a tape recording of Arthur
parents, and was alone in the
drunk looked intently at her Roman's
Pat Boone, Nashville's young
Save Money — Shop In Fulton new Chevrolet sedan, which
Glee Club of South
to
make
one
movie
a
year
and remarked: "It's a good Fulton School
for
was completely wrecked.
. Mary-Nelle took singing star who two short years
seven years for 20th Century.
trick, but I still don' shee' wha' her trusty
tape recorder and ago was a $50-a-week enterHe
will
be
free
to negotiate
that guy did with hish clothes." recorded for
your pleasure the tainer, has signed a $1,000,000
With other studios in between
c tin tract with 20th-Century
his
20th Century commitments,
Honeymoon: period between
Fox, it was announced today.
the Dot representative said.
A
"I do" and "You'd better."
The
Lipsc
omb
High
School
jolly
Boone is a son of Mr. and
graduate, who almost became
good
Mrs. A. A. Boone of Lone Oak,
It's not the minutes you put
a
minist
er,
will
begin work on
way to
in at the table that makes you
Rd. His wife is the former Miss
his first picture Feb. 4, accordremember
fat: it's the seconds.
Shirley Foley, a daughter of
ing to Bernice Mason, publicity
your friends
hillbilly star Red Foley.
direct
or
for
Dot
Recerd
s,
Inc.,
and
relatives
"Leeth go home, now, Joe."
The
great-great-great-great
a Gallatin concern with headthis Christmas
"Naw, I'm afraid to go home.
grandson of frontiersman Danquarters now in Hollywood.
is to send gift subWife'll shrisell'm my breath."
iel Boone, Pat's rise to fame
Fulton beams with pride at
scriptions to the Ful'Hol' your breath."
started when he was signed
the mention of Pat Boone's
ton
Count
News.
y
They
are
"Can't. Shisio strong."
on with Randy Wood's Dot orname for he has many devoted
easy to order. They keep
ganization. He now is a featurand admiring relatives here .
on reminding. You can buy
Everyone has wondered who
ed singer with Arthur Godit •
as
well
as
thousa
nds
of
proud
full
a
year of pleasure for
hit Joe Louis hardest during
frey's daily radio-TV show.
listene
rs.
Pat
is
the
great
nepPat Boone
his ring career. When asked, only three dollars. And each
Boone's possibilities as an
hew of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Pope,
Joe simply shrugged his should- gift will be announced in your Mrs. Ina Little
He's
Living It Up
actor first came to the attenand Earl Boone
name
with
cheery
a
card,
timers. "That's easy, Uncle Sam!"
tion of 20th Century when his
of Fulton. He is the grandson
• • • •
ed
arrive
to
in
the
voice was "dubbed in" on the
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Boone,
Chri
stma
mail
s
The. average motorist is sure
formerly of Fulton, ,but who Terry Moore, who has visited studio's film
of "Anastasia"
he drives carefully, but the
now live in Nashville.
WEDNESDAY MORNING JUNK PILE,
in Nashville on several occas- starring Ingrid Bergman.
three tires
fellow ahead always stays too
For the past 38 to 52 weeks, flat, speedomete
Important Reminders
According to Mrs. Pope, Pat sions. Henry Levin
r locked at 100 miles-per-hour, hardwill direct Boone'
close.
s records have been in
Save Money -- Shop In Fulton still has every intention of be- Boone's first flicker
top sheared off, was created at 6:00 a.m. on
for pro- the
top listings. His latest hit
US
ing a minister and is studying ducer
Give To The Needy
Sam Engel.
near the Dallas Home just north of Fulton when 51
Bookie: A pickpocket
release is "Friendly Persuawho
toward that end.
Mail Early For Christmas
new
The contract, signed after sion."
lets you use your own hands. Save Money — Shop
Chevrolet sedan driven by Elmer Cupples, going
In Fulton
Co-starring with Boone in "spirited" compet
itive bidding
to Chicago from visiting parents in Greenfield, Tenn.
The busy singing star will
Give To The Needy
"Bernadine," a former Broad- between a numbe
,
r of Holly- soon be presented coveltd "gold
Give To The Needy
left the highway. hit a tree and plunged into
Mail Early For Christmas
way hit, will be curvaceous wood studios,
Dallas
calla for Boone
(Continued on Page 4)
pond.—See story.

Business Forecast
For1957Is Brighter

COUNTY FARMERS
OVERWHELMINGLY
FOR NOW

WFUL'S'MY FAIR LADY' IS TOPS IN
LOCAL RADIO LISTENING AM)TALENT

eaT

ILLINOIS CENTRAL CHARTS NEW DIESEL
REPAIR SHOP HERE; ROUNDHOUSE OUT

NARROWLY ESCAPES
DEATH IN WRECK

Million Dollar Hollywood
Pact Signed By Pat Boone

•

4

We May Not Have An Emergency, But At
Least We Should Be Prepared For It Now
How good is our civilian defense
setup in Fulton? What would
YOU do, as a family, in case disaster should suddenly strike? Do
you belong to any kind of a civilian defense group,--howeverioosely it might be organized at the
moment? Is .your neighborhood
able to organize itself? Who
would be the leader?
Mayor Browning has a good
civilian defense organization on
paper. but there is so little general interest in the thing that
scant word of the organization or
of its key leadersiii4prur -plans has
been sought by the general population.
Now is a good time to provide
all of Fulton with organization

Homemakers News

STRICTLY BUSINESS

plans, and emergency duties, as
well as publicly naming the key
personnel should an emergency
come.
It is no secret that the top levels of-the U. S.-Government- and
armed forces are on guard day
and night for impending disaster,
never knowing when it niay come.
At this writing the entire fleet is
at sea. "mothball fleets" are being
activated and dispersed as quickly
as possible, and the entire armed
forces reserve has received warning that it may be called without
notice.
All in all, its a sobering thought
that calls for at least a few minutes of contemplation from all of

The Pierce-Harris Club held
meeting recently
it's regular
with Mr. and Mrs. John Smith.
There were 23 mt•mbt•rs and
5 visitors present.
The president opened the
meeting by reading the club
creed. The group sang "Home
On The Range" and "Onward
Christian Soldiers". led by Mrs.
L. 13 - Allen. Km Clara nettiron gave the devotional. The
i•oll call and minutes were
read. Some of the project leaders gave.their 1-rprrrts.
'New tifficers for the club
were elected at this meeting.
They were: President, MM.
Clarence --Roberts; Vice President, Mrs. Richard Ferguson;
St-cretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Joe
Faukner; Reporter. Miss Marene
Allen; Craft Leader, Mrs. L.
D. Allen,
After a delicious lunch Mr.
Pearson met with the men and

showed them a slide.
Miss Cora Livingston gave
:agile of tho members their
reading certificates and
pamplets with cookie and candy
receipt's.
Miss Living St o n
brought some things to show
that would make nice Christmas gifts. Some of the members made articles that would
also make nice gifts.
The club adjourned to have
the Christmas
party at the
Farm Bureau iri
December 18, at 5.31/ o'clock
The hostesses are Mrs. M. E.
Thorpe, Mrs. Oscar Faulkner,
Mrs. Robert Giese°, Mrs. Clara
Dedmon
and
Mrs. Andrew
Panne!.
•
To do good to all because
we love all, and to use in
God's service the one talent
that we all have, is our only
means of adding to that talent
and the best way to silence a
deep -discontent with our short-

sound vocational guidance to
young people. and this we should
all do: encourage intensive specialization. maximum schooling
and diligent effort in the chosen
field. With the average age of
males in the U.S. near 70. here is
what faces the unskilled halfway
through life, according to Kiplinger Magazine.
More than half the job openings
in the United States are closed to
people over 45, and in some cities
the proportion goes as high as
79%,, according to the editors of
Changing Times, The Kiplinger
Magazine.
Clerical, sales and unskilled
jobs are the ones most frequently
closed to older workers.
Age prejudice tprns up most
often in these industries: Durable
goods manufacture, insurance,
real estate and wholesale and retail trades. Older job seekers get
better breaks in service industries
and in the construction business.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Sgt. McKeon Wanted Discipline
By Lt. Col. M. F. Myers
USAF (Ret.)
NO MATTER what you think
about the guilt or innocence of
Staff Sergeant McKeon, you must
admit that the ill-fated march
which he led into the tidal swamp
at Paris Island was an attempted
solution to a problem of military
discipline.
I have just retired from many
years of active duty in military
life. It's a fact of military life
that the vast majority of problems that arise in the service are
disciplinary ones. I've had ample
opportunity to observe many
young men come into the service.
I HONESTLY BELIEVE that
if at home some aid had been given these boys; if religious principles had been instilled into them;
if they had learned respect for
God and their parents and for authority, there would have been
much less grief.
Discipline is absolutely essential for the effective operation of
a large military organization. The
service, like a football team, must
work together. Only in' unity is
there strength. Each man, no matter how insignificant, must carry
out his assigned task. If one man
on a football team misses his
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

block the play will fail.
THE SERVICE TOO. depends
upon team play — each man
propiptly doing his job. Military
officers are too busy teaching recruits combat tactics to play
nursemaid to a boy. They can't
wait until a lad feels like doing
-something before he does it.
If in your home you have always let the children do pretty
much what they pleased, then it
will be next to impossible. at the
last moment, to try to inculcate
a spirit of obedience.
OUR YOUTH must be taught
that they can't have their own
way in everything in life. You
and I know that life is not all a
"pleasant valley," that we have
to make the best of many situations. This lesson is nothing more
than a sound application of .the
Christian virtue of self-denial.
The fellow that's too big for, the
service is the fellow who causes
the problems. If a young man
stays close to his God and is faithful to his religion, he will realize
that there are a great many things
in life bigger than himself.
SUCH A MAN will be a credit
to his service. On leaving military
life he can be justly proud that he
has done his share to help preserve the rights of freedom we all
enjoy in the greatst country in the
world.
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Every one stamps his own value
on himself.
Self-reliance and self-respect
are about as valuable commodities
as we can carry in our pack
through life.
Man is free born: he is neither
the slave of sense, nor a silly ambler to the so-called pleasures and
pains of self-conscious matter.
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The High Price Of Being Unskilled
To be a success in these times
one must be a specialist in. his
field. He (or she) must know his
occupation backwards, inside and
out, with plenty of schooling and
practical experience . . . for we
live in an age of fierce competition that requires all pos.§Ible
knowledge to compete successfully.
Pity, then. the high school student who quits school in order to
take an apparently-attractive $30
a-week job, believing that he is
getting the jump on his fellow
students Pity. then. the aimless
wandering of a young man who
goes from job to job, apparently
not caring to settle down in one
field and learn it well. These people, by not fighting their way
through all of the schooling they
can get, are deliberately, if unintentionally, limiting the advancement they can get in later life.
Many of our readers are in a
position to occasionally provide

es
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of Kentucky Folklore
by The Philosopher

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday

ilted above
Many a modern who buys at
It became customary. iN the
a stiff price sonic bit of antique
13110's to say "his book." "The
furniture or cloth or glass
book is hisn." That is down would probably have a stroke
if I suggested a re•.urn to some "tight useful and should have
teen kept, along with some of
of the antique ways we used
homely
the
to say things. I am nut making
translations
of
Wyclif. Where it and _the ether
any such suggestion, however,
taboo words appear.
for the ways of people are past
finding out. I am not ready
Nothing so expressive has
myself to go back to' English
appeared in our prououns,
'et
as she was spoke,. But suppose
but society ruthlessly turned
we take a look at some of the
thumbs down on the words,
antiques we might readopt,
and it would take a braver
without going very far afield.
—.
man than I am to resurrect
either.
IOU( 04 CO•o*Crr 1
them.
Not many weeks ago a perWould you be willing 10
fectly good and honest man
form with me an antique-wM'd
told me how he holp his
club and set up shop' Nay,
neighbor clear a newground.
He was using the very words_ verily.
of Chaucer: "That hem have
hopen when that they were
weeks." A great many of my
Fidelity friends used this old
form regularly, though some of
us smiled behind our hands
when we'heatd this quaint old
word and associated it only
with people considerably helot*/ us intellectually and socially. Helped seePris ' to have
won out in the race; it is hardly likely that out children's
will say that they holp anybody.
For ages our language referred to an object or thing as
hit. We had inherited that
word, along with he and him
and his. It was neither odd
nor quaint: everybody, high
and low, said it. Maybe it was
our English tendency to make
h's *Went that led to the dropping of that. initial h, though
we kept it in other words.
Of course, the word hit got
mixed up with social customs
and was branded as the usage
of primitive or ignorant people.
And society prevailed; if a
respectable public man said hit
today, we would accuse hirn
of being a bad citizen; he
vivid probably have to defend
himself against wife beating
and general cussedness.
One of the finest women I
ever knew, one with a pretty
good education in pre-Civil
War days when she was young,
regularly -said dumb for the
past tense of climb. Again we
proper - one who had studied
Harvey's- GRAMMAR at the
country school laughed privately about the old-fashioned proTWO-TONE
nunciation, little knowing that
TOSIAUTI SLUE IN
the funny word had formerly
DURAN, CRACKLE HAMA
been the correct one and that
there was a time when climbed
was as incorrect as knowed
was and is.
"In our simple ignorance,"
in renereon's phrase, we laughea Wrongly, as so many of us do
when we do not understand.
The new Golden Touch Leader makes playing Santo
Climbed prevailed; dumb went
$8.00 Down, $1.00 Week
easy on the pocketbook. It brings you Golden Touch
the way of hit and holp. It
Typing at a low budget-price! Ifs packed with imwas neither better nor worse
portant Golden Touch Portable Features:
than the new word; it, merely
CempleM
was not accepted by the right
people. Like the old Ford car
Finger-Form Keys • Balanced Segment
with Smart
joke, which said thdli a Ford
Shift • . : ,atic line-Finder • Automatic
Two-Ton•
car could take you anywhere
Ribbon Resersa • Full-Size Keyboard
Carrying Casa
except into good society!
The words that I wish most
to have a good social standing
did not originate in old English
but came in later, when they
were needed: hisn, hem, ourn,
theirno In the oldest phase of
our language my and thy did
not exist; the words were mine
and thine, just as the corresponding words still are in German. But these words soon developed two uses: in one use
the n was left; in the other, it
was lost: "my book," "The book
JAMES 0. BUTTS, Salesmanager
is mine." This .predicate use of
mine gave rise to the words
Fulton. Ky.
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Letter To Santa Claus From Fulton
High

emitting event is the National
CRUTCHFUELD W. M. U.
Shearing Contest which is held ENJOYS POT
The Fulton News, Thursday
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the last day of the show. In AT REGULAR MEETING
Dear Santa,
Follies—, Ronnie wants a new
22tNte.
the steer show, a tense mome
You may think we are toe, toe, for he lost
Valley. Burial, under direction
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. Services For Mrs.
nt
his olci one.
is when the judge is looki
old to be writing you a lettei and David wants
of T. J. Sapp Funeral Home of
ng met Dec. 8 at the
a doll named
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ley
Crutc
over
hfiel
Held
the
d
three breed champions
Saturday
and taking up your time, but Mary Ann.
Oa Aga
Mayfield, was in Pleasant Hill
for the grand champion animal. Baptist Church for its regular
at heart we are just as thrilled
Cemetery near Water Valley.
Mrs.
meeti
Emma
ng
with
The Juniors would like to
Beasl
a
ey,
pot
carsluck
F
ed,
supI believe you could hear a
at the prospect of your visit ask for
asossa t
a lot of money (cold
mouse walk, everything is so per. Tables were decorated died suddenly at her home in
as our little brothers and sis- cash,
with
Chris
if
tmas
you
decorations, Water Valley Tuesday evening.
please, no checks)
quiet. Then the judge selects
ters.
and were very beautiful.
so they can put on the best
Dec. 4.
his
choic
e
in
what
Now as to credentials and Junio
the horse
r-Senior prom yet. They
After:
. the delightful meal, the
race folks call a photo-finish.
She leaves five children, Sam
recommendations, we refer you would
like enough to get Elvis
With JOA PeYOE
IL is really something to see president, Mrs. Lewis Patric, Beasley of Water Valley, Rosa
to our teachers. To be truthful, to
come and do a special numairsaa••••1 Assa•, Memo c..s..1 swims/ and if you ever get the chance presided over the brief busi- Mae Weaver of Fulton, Mrs.
there have been a few inci- ber
or two. Red Berle wants a
don't miss the selection of the ness session. The program was Percy Gleason, Mrs. Donald
dents. For instance, Robert E. girl
friend and Jackie Rawls THE GREATEST NIF.AT SHOW champion steer
held Tuesday presented by Mesdames J. R. Ray Thomas and Gus H. BeasLee lost his head
Lell, 'Annie Veatch and Loyd ley, all of Fort Wayn
ON EARTH
wants some tornmorning.
again for a short
e, Ind.; a
0/01.0
Henderson. Those on the pro- sister, Birtie Hayes of
walks
so
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can
Now
time this year and
Fulton;
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The
the
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gram were
be taller.
Mesdames Marie a brother, John Wesley Beasley
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Harry
eight grandchildren
ang door vuis up a
Just that . . . The Greatest about that because for the last Pitma
are a lazy lot and
n, Loyd Henderson, Ma- and many other relatives and
six years I have been one of the
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Meat Show on Earth.
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have
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no
and
friend
group
Mrs. Walter
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reon the whole, we
/
At the InternatiOnal-,- every official time keepers. There are Nichols.
quest
to
make
eight in all that actually keep
No one had more white frithink we have been reasonably other
than more time to sleep kind of meat animal is shown Lime
Prayer was led by Mrs. J. ends than Emma, in Water
and eight others who relinnd and are worthy of your and less work
Valto do. However, to perfection. I have had the coil- time. Here
The exchanging of ley, Fulton and Wingo, where
consideration.
the nations top R. Lell
there is among them a group opportunity of attending these
she
shear
had
ers compete for the naworked all of her life.
There are various groups and Of seven girls who
of the fleece, handling of the To know Emma
have their svents for the last 7 years and tional honor of Champion
was to love
individuals among us who wish hearts set on dogs
Sheep animal,
for Christ- believe me, it is worth the Shearer of the Unite
and condition of the her. She had worked for
A PROUD CHILD
Mrs.
d States. animal after
to make requests. But first and mas But they must
be bull- time and money to :.ee some of The 4-H Champion
the
wool has been Roy Latta of Water Valley for
is also shorn.
as a whole, we would like for dogs. No other kind will
the exhibits and shows. Just
IS
A HAPPY CHILD
beThese
do.
points are all the past 13 years. She was 60
chosen during this contest.
you to bring our beachew, who They promise that if you
graded by different judges and years old.
will ing in the spacious buildings
The best time this year was they
are really a nice lot, a VERY bring them -each a bulld
Playing a Wurlitzer
use sparate score cards so
og on make you feel very small and just under
Funeral services were held
2 minutes. This is that no one
MERRY CHRISTMAS all tied Christmas morning, they will
unimportant. It is like a Giant
know
s
just
what
at 1 p. m. Saturday, Dec. 8, at
Piano develops pride
up in red ribbons.
be very good to the dogs. The County Fair without a midway. really dewooling the flock. the other one is doing.
Each the C. M. E. Church in Water
There is more to the contest
The Seniors want you to girls-will feed them, pet them,
accornpilsinnmt.
judge is an expert in the field
I think one of the most outof
than just speed. There are judtring them good grades and a and won't even consider putting standing events
he is judging. The scores are Christmas gifts,
of the week is ges for four
with
15
memphases of the con- computed by
special request is made that them in a dog house.
the selection of the Grand
Certified Public bers and 11 visitors present TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
test and their job is to judge;
thei r exams not be too hard.
Accountants and they give us and praye
The Freshmen wish for the Champion steer. The most fas- second cuts
r by Mrs. Moss was
of wool, condition the winner.
They also wish for the success ability
Union City, Tenn.
to impress their teach- resegitell
enjoyed by all.
eattlealleatillithiterseetteltetasolltal
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his old one out at the Junior
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men this year and are proud
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HISTORICAL SPECTACLES
of them, especially the boys
1
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in
athlet
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ics.
The use of eye-glasses did
•
And that reminds me — The
not originate in the long-distant pre-Christian era as many basketball team, Coach Thomas,
persons believe. the research- and the whole school wants
ers for Munne Company of you to bring many basketball
Chicago state. While the first victories.
inventor of spectacles is not
I guess this is about all, dear
known, the first hisemcal re- Santa. Thanks for listening.
ference to the use of lenses as See you Christmas morning.
a means of aiding sight, points
The Fulton High Kids
to Bacon. Bifocal spectacles
were invented by America's
FALLEN WIRE KILLS I
many-sided genius. Benjamin
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Christmas.
And not at all strange.
Are the crowds flocking in
With their gifts to exchange.
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What woman hasn't longed
for moonificeni solid silver!
Ploy Santo to the one you
love .. give her a lifetime of
pleasure with resplendent
International Sterling
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Their ties are too bright:
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Their shirts aren't tight.
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They have too many
pencils:
Their 1)006 they have

4PM.

read.
Or have two of a kind
And wish something instead.

MOM JONA 71.711 NCO71111

'Now I have no

gripe.
For I make a good living
From people who give
And keep giving and giving.
But if you are anxious
And eager to learn
low to give and he sure
'Your gifts won't return.
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THE ENJOYMENT OF STERLING CAN BE YOURS
ON CUR Cll'v'r 1 CLUB PLAN
6-pc. Place Settings from $29.75 Fed. Tax Incl.
Wyler—Bulova—Elgin—Hamilton—
Fine Watches
International—Towle—Gorham—W
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Lunt Heirloom—Fine Silverware
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Dr. BEishart pointed out the
importance- of the medical profession today and advantages
of practicing medicine in small

Dr. Glynn Bushart
Speaks On Medicine
At School Assembly

That ( hrislian
Sounce lIcals
"THE WAY OF

The
Treasury
Department bought • bond as a aurora. recuvered, it faun
the dishpan,
has a letter from a Savings for his wife, put it under her I The Treasury sent him a new
Pond buyer relating that he plate at the dinner table, later bond,
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(Continued from Page One)
should include the size of the
FREEDOM"
tract of land available, its dislt70 KCJ Sunday 9:15
towns
a
tance from town and populaDr. Glynn Bushart was the waymnive
a
tion centers, topography
of guest
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1/211107
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speake
7."C;7G PS ti WIPP I
r at an assembly
a
ground soil structure and ana
alysis of other information per- Wednesday morning at the Fula
tinent to the tract. The bureau ton High School. Dr. Bushart 0
a
says that cost of obtaining the gave a very --interesting and • V
Looki
ng
For
1U
Ideal
a
site by the government will be informative talk on the pos., 4
sibilities. problems and inform- V
a
an important consideration.
a
I it
The site must be atailable to _ation on becoming a doctor.
a
"Nearly one-half of all docgood primary highways and
a
railroads and near a commer- tors who study in Kentucky,"1
a
cial airport, the report says..'. stated Dr. Bushart,."re beata
As to comrnunitY character, id in Louisville, rather than !I
a
and services the bureau wishes -settling hi small towns." he:4
Pr
a
..
; V Then come to our store
to know the type and populaand make your selec- I
a
tion of the community, the aa
vailability and cost of housing Business Forecast
lion.
Choose a small appliance gift with a wella
for employes, accessibility of
it
Continued From Page 1
a
schools for children of the emknown name.
000; high production and gena
plpyes, proximity of a city of
The
Four
Undersigned Fulton FL -T113 W U B.
erally 'adequate
a
supplies of
sufficient size to be in a posisteel; no increase in the rate
a
tion to readily fulfill normal
of business expansion and maya
supplies and community rebe a slackening.
a
GENERAL ELECTRIC
quirements as well as furnish
a
Dr. Schmidt said the outlook
p&tal and banking facilities.
a
All these factors, the bureau for next year "is- conditioned
SUNBEAM
a
says, will be 'among those con- heavily by recent events in
a
the
Middle
East
and
sidered in determining the loEastern
a
Europe." As a result, he said
cation of the institution.
DORMEYER
a
the
new-ye
ar
crystal ball gazThe bureau wishes to know
a
about the number of churches, ing "must be more guarded
a
colleges, recreational programs than usual."
a
Irons- Mixers - Deep Fry
This year is closing strong,
and
other similar facilities
I
a
which may be available in the he said, and it should early
it
a
over into 1957. Next year
cumm unity.
Elect
ric
Skille
a
t
Radio
Vacu
um
Clean
ers
should
be
"moder
ately better
Additionally, the bureau
a
wants to know the type, cost than 1956."
a
and aosilability of utilities. The- "There are no really serious
Look over our selection of gifts before you buy.
r
5.
prison, the report says, would dark clouds," Dr. Schmidt said,
Pleas
arran
e
ge
to
let
us
serve
your
needs
befor
a
e these dates.
have an annual requirement of but "we don't have all the fa- w
_
a
approximately
1,150,000 kilo- vorable factors that we had in
so you will not be caused any inconvenience.
a
watts. with an average use of the fall of 1954" when the cins.
a
300 kilowatts. Information rent spell of record smashing
a
needed includes source of sup- began.
BROWDER MILLING COMPANY, INC.
a
ply, rate, capacity available
He noted that retail sales
a
and voltage received.
"have shown less
REED BROS. FEED AND SEED CO.
buoyancy"
a
It estimates water needs at this autumn, industrial produca
AW, million gallons annually, tion in October "was only
SOU
THE
RN
STAT
ES FULTON CO-OP
1.4
a
wanting information as to loca- per cent above a year ago,
HOLLAND and HORNBEAK, Owner
s
a
tion of water, analysis, avail- and wage hikes have bee
BUTTS MILL
a
ability argi dependability of greater than the gains in proLake Street-Fulton,
a
source and cost.
ductivity.
a
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ISM 00
of sewage disposal facilities aCHRISTMAS BEGINS AT BALDRIDGES
ailable and estimated cost for
each 1.000 gallons handled.
Fuel needs are estimated at
30 million cubic feet of gas,
or 400,000 gallons of oil. or 3,000 tons of coal, annually. The
information
needed
by
the
bureau in this respect includes:
the type of fuel available and
location, cost per unit, and other information. For example, if
coal, the BTU value, ash content and fusing temperature.
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ed by the attorney general to
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review all suggested locations
Plast
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ic
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Brick
s
which appear to meet the govLittle Miss
Little Girl
ernment's
requirements. The
Red Plastic Bricks
final recommendation of the
DOLL TRUNK
RADIO SET
Laundry Set
site committee will be sent inand other Building
10-in, all metal trunk
to Congress whew authorizaBuild your own priby General Fibre.
All items needed for
tion for the construction is reMaterial for ConHigh
lustre plastic
quired.
vate Radio Set. All
wash day. Red Iron
structing scaled minfinish. Many colors.
Sen Kefauver asks that the
brochure of information by
necessary parts.
and Scrub Board.
iature houses.
$1.98
- Uniein City be given to Judge
Mitchell and immediately for$1.98
$1.98 and $2.98
14-in Trunk $2.98
$3.98
warded to him so that the
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NOTICE
To All Farmers and
Feed Users:

CHRISTMAS GIFT!
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CLOSED ALL DAY, ON BOTH DAYS
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Monday, Dec. 24th.
Tuesday, Dec. 25th.
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Pat Boone-

FROM OUR LARGE STOCKS:

Hershey's Kisses
79c lb.
Christmas 106% filled candy 39t lb.
Christmas 50% filled candy 29c lb.
Christmas mellow creams
29c lb.
I3-oz. Choc. coy, cherries
49c box
3-1b. Brach's choco!lates
$2.98 box
5-1b. Brach's chocollates
$2.08 box

CHRISTMAS WREATHS

Hydraulic

For Cemetery or Door

DUMP TRUCK
Continued From Page I
By the pound or by the ounce!
records" of "Ain't That A
HEAVY GAUGE STEEL CHASSIS
15-inch size
Shame," "I'll Be Home" and
$1.79 and $1.98
and BODY. Baked enamel finish,
Choc. covered peanuts
59c lb.
"I Almost Lost My Mind"--all
rubber wheels. Also many other
Malted milk balls
17-inch size
of which has sold more .than
59c lb.
$3.49
wheel toys.
Hershey's "hunk" chocolate 59c lb.
a million copies, according to
Sprays
$1.99, $2.25, $2.98
Wood.
$4.98
In his spare time, Boone, who
(AC AtatAtAMOK/KAMM OK AtAC at AtAWN Olt Olt
MOO AtAIM AtOKLA IMMO*At AC eatiscsIgeust
Mt
AC
MAIM MtMAIM AC Olt At AI00atIlt Atressacsicecia
also attended David Lipscomb
At At AI AC ati At Atienee
ift 201C
VW 01(
•ii we rig ikt ow Eslac au0
College here, is studying for
STYRO FOAM
a degree at Columbia UniverCHRISTMAS CANDLES
sity in New York City.
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
FIGURES
On Nov. 17, Boone became
10c-25c-49c-98c
Dress Up Your Home!
the youngest entertainer to reTAPERS-8 to I8-in. TALL
ceive the Variety Club award.
REINDEER
39c-59c
BARN AND ANIMAL SET
$3.98 TRAP DRUM
Wood, who discovered Boone
SANTA
ALL COLORS
SETS
$2.98 and $4.98
39c-98
c
DOCT
while he was an amateur, and
OR
CASE
$1.98 JR. MISS
CENTER PIECES
29t-98c
COSMETIC KIT
Mrs. Wood were in Washington
98c
LIGHT SETS
CORK SHOOTING RIFLE
tc see Pat receive this honor,
$1.98 LITTLE BEAUTY SHOP
BOXED
KIT
98c
the eight of its kind ever ofSERIES
TOM THUMB CASH REG.
$2.98 JR. SHAVING SET
69c
STATIONERY
fered.
98c
7-LIGHT MULTIPLE
HUMPTY DUMPTY
$1.39
$2.98 CHINESE CHECKERS
Wood, who once described
49c to $1.49
93c
15-LIGHT MULTIPLE
$2.88
Boone as his "greatest discovIRONING BOARD with pad, coy. $1.98 JET FIRE GAME
$3.98
ery since the Hilltoppers" is
gill(111011111HIMMINEW01101MilrionlitIVIVIIKiltingilkillgata
tagaikatestsumagegetreetenure net
negotiating for a
television
enneseciann Mg
011 aciiitatioreffsvot0100010011011AtelAtAtAilitiA0AAMOMO
A Atilgateretacieetececiareou vd04:4•
show for his singing star. Lee
Cooley, a veteran of the Perry
REPLACEMENT BULBS
Como Show, will produce the
CAPT. KANGAROO
DO-IT-YOURSELF
Boone offering, Wood said.
"SHO
The 21-year-old singing star
BOX"
E
SERIES
Sc
MULTIPLE, 2 for
Design your own ornaments. All sixes
15c
whose philosophy is "to let
By Hassenfield. TV's Capt. Kangaroo
things work themselves out" is
and
shapes of plain Styro-Foam-GlitOUTDOOR, 2 for
25c
a three-time winner on the Ted
BUBBLE
helps you construct objects from paper,
25c
Mack Original Amateur Hour
ters-Glue-Sequins-Alumin um Foil.
modeling clay, sessions, etc., includnetwork show.
TRIPLE
17c
ELECTRIC WREATH
$1.19
ed in this set.
His younger brother, Nick
Felt Stocking Kits
Boone, has gained wide reco59c-98c
98c
gnition as an amateur singer
nigtismog atm sic is Ac atse sit ac fac meg00 sic sg r4 tu
in the Nashville area and has
ee at sic eu m?,..c
wove:0itessics 000 sic Aim su are sigma egosam sic es
been tagged by some critics as
atm u sir sg ammo:Is. htse sits su e ft ird s4 eti
la gu m,
a "good bet" to follow in his
brother's footsteps, if he so
chooses.
It seems ironic that Pat, who
onee turned down an opportunity to star co-Ty oit
Marilyn
Monroe in Bus Stop because he
preferred to remain the cleancut college type, started nearing the top rung of the popu-,
larity ladder with his rock 'n
roll rendition of "Tutti Frutti."
He and Mrs. Boone, glen a
LAKE STREET
singer
of better-than-average
ability
FULTON, KY.
have two daughters
70WA 707.01eyrioiimmAIIMAIN0,
7010700A0.0/0701.031111,71
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Ronald Bruce Jonen, Jr. Weds In France;
Couple To rrire In .1 in erica Ileceniber 11
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ates.

In the American Cathedral
iif Park, on Nevember 3, Miss
Francoise Le Foil, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Francois Le Foll,
ot Paris, and
Prinald Bruce
Jones, Jr., son of Mr. and. Mrs.
Ronald B. Jones, Sr. of Padu:eh, were married in a double
ling ceremony performed by
the Rev. William H. Wagner of
the Methodist Church of Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones, well
known in Fulton are en route
n New - York where ty.
Wbe on hand to give a great
welcome to the bride and groom
when they arrive in the Unitl States on Friday, December
4
The 17th century church was
decorated with white chysantht•mums, dahlias and pink and
white carnations and pink hlems were placed on either side
if the altar.
Richard
Ethmer,-• organist,
piesented the priatram of nuptial music as the guests assembled. Mr. Elthmer played a sonata by Bach, followed by the
traditional
processional
and
"The Marche Nuptinle," (Mendelsaohn
The brine wore an original
)'iirisian wedding dress over
ermolinta, in a:tile ottoman,
ith a large pink cummerbund.
Her fingertip veil of imported
illusion fell from a crown of
pink and vain*. roses. Other
accessories were in pink and

.'

RUTCHFIELD CI UR
111•1,11 REGULAR MEETING
ITII MRS. BINFORD
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Sunday Is Vocational I
Day At First Methodist I

advantage of this .opportunity
to help their child ia choosing
his vocation or one that might
interest him in the future.

• PIERCE STATION

Mrs. Charles Lowe •
Sunday, December 16 will be
Christian Vocational Day at the
r. and Mrs. Almus PotsFirst Methodist Church. Dr. To Talk Strawberries
grove, entertained
several of
Richard Belcher from NashW. Armstrong, Field Agent !'t ir rel-itives Sunday with
an
ville, Tenn will preach the
Horticulture, team the Prin- (.:
Chrimitmas dinner.
morning sermon. In the after- lo
Sub-Exper
ceton
iment
Station
-noon there will be periods of
Those attending were her
will be at the County Agent's
counseling when Dr. Belcher affice
"1. and Mrs. White••clay
Tu
afternoon,
Dec.
,nel Rev. Henry E. Russell will
mber 13th, at 200 p. m. to ;.cad of -Martin, Mr. and Mrs.
meet with every young person
! -4. Whitehead also of Mar'i=cuss strawberry
problems.1
in the First Methodist Church .Any farmer who
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Alexhas questions!
from 12 years through high
about st-Pwberries or anyone ander and children, Mr. and
Frsnklin, Francis and Harschool.
interested in setting additional old of
Union City, Mrs. Billy
Parent.: are . urged to take
Bill Brummet. Allen of Los
it. i
I to i'tend..
rl ken-.--e and )18.4 of Union
Angeles, a friend of the groom
and fiance of Miss Gillette Le
RALLARDS
Foil, served as best man. Usher-grooms-men were Alain Le
Foil, brother of the bride; Yves
OVEN READY
to Gall and John Turfith.
Immediately after the recepmon 291
IIMMN
tion the couple left by .plane
for a three-weeks honeymoon
CRAFTS MIRACLE WHIP
in Austria and Italy. After
January 1, Mr. and Mrs. Jones
will be at home in Paducah
where Mr. Jones will be associated with his father in the
Water Oanditionea s Inc.
white and her bouquet was bf
pink roses and lilies-of-the-valley. She was given in marriage by her father.
The bride's sister, Miss Gillette Le Foll, served as maid of
-honor. She was attired in-- a
frock of violet lace, with black
velvet hat. The three bridesmaids were dresses of pink and
navy with feather hats and
carried blue and pink bouquets.
A coqsin of the bride was the

no-

ea Can Pat her Trust la
Super Right Quality Meats

Biscuits

2

LIC
AST
2°

35'

KRAFTS MINIATURE

Marshmallows
RAO

Wesson Oil
370
730
Fluffo

PINT
IBOTTLZ

Play Presented
For School Benefit
And Drama Talent

!Trouble" in Tovland" one ot
the most delightful plays ever
The Crutchfield Homemakers presented
in the area, will be
.,1 and interesting and proelven Friday. December 14,
fit.ible day at their November and
Saturday. December 15. at
aleeting in the home of Mrs. R•15 n m
at St. Mary's AcaBinfard Mrs Hershel r!emv in Paducah
Brown was the co hostess.
Following the devotion by ,The nrreentation isa cantata
Mt. Neal Little, a skit present- by Mary DeFord, and will be
ca by Mrs Bryan Kearbv who nerformed by elementary stuv. as Mrs Efficiency and Mrs. dents. This production will be
J Murchison who was tired directed by Mrs. Irene Kar-ut Mrs Inefficiency Mrs Ef- pews, who has had a variety
ficiency taught Mrs Inefficien- of drama experience in New
cy an easier way to prepare York.
Mrs Hans Beller, formerly
and attractive salad
After lunch Mrs I) J Mor- of New York and Argentina,
i hison was chosen as delegate who has been actively interestto attend the Farm and Home ed in the cultural life of the
Week at Lexington in January. ai ea during her residence in
Mrs. Neal Little was chosen as Western Kentucky. is also suptenting the productian, and
alternate
Recreation aas led by Mrs. has been appointed publicity
Gerald Binford
Mrs
James and ticket chairman Her phone
Byrd won the traveling basket. rumber is 2-2355
Mrs. Bryan Kearby gave the
The play is being presented
leseort on "Making Your Work for dual reasons The first is
Easier". She told how to make to help meet the school's fins lap table that is so useful ancial needs; the second is to
in ironing or preparing foods develop the dramatic and muswhile sitting down. The table ical talents of the youngsters
ran also be used to carry clean- participating, and to give them
ing equipment (WM one room experience in meeting the pubto another.
lic with poise.
'IT,. next meeting will be
held at The Park Terrace Res-1 The Kentucky State Medical
turant, Dec 13th.
Society was organized in 1851.
— —
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GOAPIT
ROTTLZ

SHORTENING
5-La

CAM

9-LS.

cse

360
99$

lb.

Sweetheart Soap
3
2

._27$
BIG TOP

Dried 'Beans
Stoat Illortbars ea Navy

2

VZO.25$

SHEDDS

Old Style Sauce
norna 27o
ohms s-Os,

Saar

betty Salad

:az Na

PARAMOUNT

Mince
Meat
L.3... 250
Ivory Soap
2
31$
4
25°
29$
3

t11111199119•11•01.11.01

LA. RIMS

a

sop mat San MEM

SUPER RIGHT BLADE CUT BEEF

Sandwich Spread

DEFORD CANTATA
TO BE PRESENTED
BY PADUCAH GROUP

City, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph'family. They were
called home
Whitehead and Bobby of Dres- to attend Mr.
'Copeland's
den and Mr. .and Mrs. Guy I funeral near Mayfield. niece's
Whitehead of Sharon. All reMiss Marline Wilson visited
port a grand dinner and a good her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs.
time together.
Jim Marlen in Martin Friday
Mr. and Mrs. John
Smith afternoon.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Daniel
Cunningham and children in spent Saturday night in
Union
Paducah rine day last week.
City with their son, Cecil and
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rogers and family.
Mrs. Mattie Rogers visited Mr.
Master Mark Sharpe of Fuland Mrs. Paul Rogers near ton spent a few days of last
Clayton Sunday afternoon.
week with Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland French.
of • Mobile„ Ala. spent a few
Miss Lee Cantrill of Fulton
hours Friday morning with her spent Monday night with Jane
si:ttn-, Mrs. Jack Lowe and Lowe.

•

of caumt"
Como Soo, You'll Save at A&P!

7
9
,
S
L
I
R
B
L
:
O
I
Steak Rriz
89 ;I
SUPER RIGHT FULLY MATURED BEV

surn mew RINK=

Bacon

NMI BIRD ROASTING

THICK
RUUD

I-LB,
PKG.

SUPER RIGHT PURE PORK (I-LB SAC 2940
COUNTRY
STYLE
2-LB. BAG

Sausage

89` Chickens

31
/
2-LB.
UP
LB.

55c

CAN JOHN FRIED

57c Fish Sticks 2 ip= 59c 7

GUEST SAM

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!

REG. SAAR

GOLDEN RIPE--LARGE FRUIT

2HASSIS
I finish,
y other

Swivel
TV Chair

r

Wilt*OS PK

a

(RATH)

a
a

Sweet MILK
Gal (an

• Regular $33.501
* THIS WEEK ONLY!

46c

DOZ 396

19c Potatoes 10 IA!G 49c

Firm

29c

441-0Z.
CANS

A64' SAUER

22.50

OUR
16-0Z.
Fl NEST
CAN
QUALM,

AMERICAN CHEESE FOOD

QUART
BOTTLE

PLATFORM ROCKERS $19.95

La.

AR& INSTANT

6-01.

Born-!

39' Pineapple
10' Fruit Cakes
CIGARETTES
69'
Fitters
-Filters
1 29 Non
Noa-Mten

VOLUME NO 11 NOW ON SALE AT AiLP

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake St.

Phone 1

20-0Z.
PKG.

A610 CHUNKS

Cherries
Color Kits __
Clorox Kraut
Bleach Ched-O-Bi
t 2
19c
35` Coffee 21:az 49` vat
Vz-GALLON

antnansonma

BAG

ake Mixes

RED — :aux

BURVETTS

Save $10 on this Super Value.
(only a limited number available)

a
a

49c Tangerines

BETTY CROCKER (6 VARIETIES)

a

a
a

29c

U. S. No. 1 WHITE

Cranberries

Wax Paper

a
a
a
a

-LB.
BAG

CUT RITE

•••••.,

mglicomm,

1E

WANT
PKG.

LBS.

FLORIDA ZIPPER SKIN (210 SIZE)

Oranges • • 8

LO
Pro.

S

14:

Bananas • • •

JUICY FLORIDA

Blue Cheer

oap

98c
98c
9gc
$3.98

Foil.

37$
$2'9

WOODBURYS

98c

—Gilt-

Is OE. PLO,

FRESH

nd $4.98

I sizes

10-01. PLO.

(With Foam Rubber)

a

OfaC

Dash
DETERGENT

Funk & Wagnall's ENCYCLOPEDIA
ONLY 99e WM4 ANY PURCHASE ON /W.S BOOK A WEEK PLAN!

20-0Z.

cAN

JANE PARKER (11
/
2-Lb. $1.39) (3-Lb. $2.691

I

—

11K0131..A1
ZING
SOLI

5-La.
CAKE

PEG

2 for 47
2 for 43
2 for 45

25c
399
CTN.

2.34
2.14
2.24

Prices Guaranteed Through Sat., December 15
AMONOWS MISIIMOSI POOS 18171A11112 110(1 IMP
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Electricity from garbage,
sidewalks or stilts. candy for
ill-tempered dogs, a fire truck
that blankets a city block—
these are some of the ',Ideas
For A Better City" just releas-

ed et the University of Tennessee.
Compiled by the Municipal
Technical Advisory Service, the
Extension Division publication
lists more than 300 ideas from
all over the country. They are
the product of America's enterprising public officials during
the past year in tackling local
problems. And there are always new ones.
Right now, for instance, the
"long, low look" of modern cars

oven door ajar during broiling.
Unless you have a new range
that requires the door to be
closed. First side is always
broiled longer, the thicker the
cut the longer the time required

is causing many cities to reshuffle parking spaces and reset parking meters, according
to the booklet. Some cities formerly allowied only 15 ,feet
per car. Many of today's cars
require 22 feet, "even with
Los
Also
po‘.v'er steering."
Angeles has just found that
auto exhausts are the main
cause of its smog.
Here are some of the bettercity ideas from Tennessee.
Memphis is developing a
which can
super fire-truck
blanket an entire city block
with chemically treated water

Pan,brolling Heat skillet on
medium heat; add no tat or
water. Place meat in hot skillet and brown on both sides.
Do not cover during cooking.
Reduce heat and continue cooking slowly until done.
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Jerry Page

Give
Him
ARROW
You can't (Ner know too
much about buying and cooking
meats. They are so important,
nutritionally, because of their
high food values. Also they will
claim a large part of every
food budget. Good meat, prepared well, -vent-make a meal
to attract every appetite.
Quality of meals are designated by the following grades:
Prime, the finest quality for
roasting and broiling; Choice,
next best in quality; also for

WHITE
SHIRTS

SPORT COATS
SWEATERS

Main Street — Fulton
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1

PURE MU CO.

bkitekouse
CHERRY
A

COTTAGE

PIJRE
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and fog. It "may be as revolutionary a development in
the field of fire-fighting as was
the invention of the tank in
warfare."
Maryville is trying a new
two wires
regulator speed
stretched across the roadway
which cause a stop sign to pop
up allait 75 feet ahead when
the speed limit is exceeded.
In Chattanooga, overtime parkers drop their fines unto convenient cotisei boxes. Businessmen and school teachers exvisits in Morristown
hang
to " see how the other half
lives.- Tiptonslille has organized a june)r police league to get
traffic and safety messages across to youngsters.
Because the recording of
-emotions irritteleohone

roasting and broiling Good, us
good quality, but is better
cooked with moist heat methods: Commercials and Utility,
these lower grades are for braliquids.
ising or cooking in
You pay more for top (prime,
choice) grades of meats because they are more tender,
lower
snore flavorful than
(good, commercial) grades.
How much to buy' if bone
is in meat, allow It to 14
pound per serving. Allow Vs to
ts pound per serving if meat is
toneless.
Cook them tenderly Roasting: Place meat, fat side up,
on rack sn shallow pan. Ioast
mpuncovered in Oven with
erature set at 300F Do not
sear, baste, or add water i,s it
is not necessary with this
method of electric cooking Usually 30 minutes to a pound is
cufficient but that depends on
the doneness you desire. Broillug • Score „edges of fat to pre
vent curling, place meat on
broiler grid or rack allowing
3" (thinner cuts) to 5" (thicker cuts) from top of meat to
broiler unit. Turn switch to
broil position and broil for desired urne on ore side, then
turn over and complete broiling for lime required. Leave

FULTON, KY.
laced st tr-Ig -.gust tw Iv ssi s

NO CHRISTMAS MEAL IS

Certainly! You May Order By Phone.'

—
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I
V
1

see mayor keeps
machine at his elbow to dictate his impressions of the call i
as soon as it is completed.
Lewisburg saves about 10 per V
cent by paying cash for new V
city equipment-- Electric de- V
partment customers ..at Cooke- V
ville can pay their bills after- V
hours, and get an envelope llnr V
cloing it, by using a new "drop- 1
ository." Nashville is using V
school buildings as teen-age re- V
creation centers. Pulaski built V
a municipal pool on part- of
the high sehool lawn, noting 1
that the outdoor swimming
season coincides with school
vacation.
Tests at Oak Ridge indicate
by
sewage
of
sterilization
atomic wastes may be feasible.
Water consumption in Norris
dropped 40 per cent when the
town changed from a flat rate
to a teetered bade for water
billing.
nation.
the
Elsewhere in
Chicago is u.,ing the heat from
burning garbage to generate
electricity on an experimental
basis. A Cincinnati official 'believes elevated sidewalks,
though expensive. may be the,
only final solution for down-,
town traffic problems. Meter
readers in Richmond, Va., carrying dog candy, have completa successful "unbeaten"
ed
year. C'ther cities are increasingly using trained- dogs as
members of the police force,
stating that in "tough neighborhoods" one patrolman with a
trained dog is more effective
than two patrolmen.
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LADIES SLIPS
All Winter Coats Reduced
Reg. $24.95 Val.
$113.80
Reg. $29.95 Val.
$22.80
Reg. $34.95 Val.
$24.80

"Powers Model" and "Movie Star"
Nylon tricot—outstandin g values!

SHORTY COATS
Reg. $34.95

'
BLOCK
'SHIRTS 298

$1.98 to $3.98
GIFTS FOR HIM
Lerge Selection
Ivy League

Plaids
Solids
Dress Shirts

$16.80
LADIES HATS
SALE!
Fisk Hats $5.95 and 6.95 Val.

S-T-R-E-T-C-H SOXS

79c Values 49c

$3.80
INITIAL

Other Halts silo

LADIES PURSES
SALE!
ileg. $3.00 Val.
$1.98
Reg. $4.00 Val.
$1.98
Plus T•i

COMPLETE

ii

It

STAFF

ssiammisic erst aitam

the gift box

HANKERCHIEFS
Box of 3

MEN'S TIES
BELTS

$1.00 & $1.50
$1.00 & $1.50

Boxed Handkerchiefs For Men,
Women and Children

WITHOUT

BOILED CUSTARD

1
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Now on tour in Ohio, an 18- how coal
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
and iron ore can be 6,776
foot model of a proposed 130- moved
Moving parts.
Mrs. I Airy l• ricids •
A new $150 million electric
n Lake Erie and
mile belt system demonstrates the Ohiobetwee
power plant to be built on the
River. The model has Save
Money — Shop In Fulton
Coosa River in Alabama is exMrs. Buton Lassiter is slightpected to burn between 1.5 and
J. B. W11.1.1A.IVIS
improved from a seige of
2 million tons of coal a year. arthritis. She
is up a portion
Joshua Bryant Williams,
Eight coal-fired plants operat of the time.
farmer and merchant of Crutching in Alabama now
Rev. Dempsey Henderson field, died Friday
burn
, Dec. 7 at 6,
Learly 5 nullion -tons annually. filled his regula
r appointments at the 'home of his
at New Salem Baptist church Williams of Fulton sun, R. E.
, Route 4,
the -pass- Sunday at 11 o'clock after a long
illness. He was 84.
B-i-g Double
;Aid the everting service at the
Services were held Sunday
Man
• ] Feature Program
usual hour.
aftern
oon at 2, at the Rock
Farmers are very busy classPrimitive Baptist
Friday and Saturday
ing and stripping tobacco both Spring
air-cured and the dark-fired. Church. The Rev. Casey PenteThey are delivering it to the cost of Dresden officiated. Burial. under direction -of the
Mayfield Loose Leaf Floor re;
Hornbeak Funeral Home, was
Gene Autry
ceiving some fancy prices.
Bargains In Lumber
in the church cemetery.
Rubel Thomas and
Basil
Mr.
Willia
ms
was
born
on
Mathis have received as high
And His Wonder
Paints and Millwork:
as $44 for the leaf and $20 to Jan. 10, 1872 in Fulton County.
He
marrie
d
Miss
Florae Champion
Sallie
Fletchv35 for lugs.
er in 1891 and to this union
Mr. Irvin Frields remains afive children were born, one
BIG SAVINGS!
bout the same after a turn for
the worse a few weeks ago perceding him in death. His
He is improving slowly at this wife died in 1941.
Many items HALF PRICE;
Mr. Williams spent his enwriting.
tire
substa
life,
ntial mark-downs on
farmin
g
and in the
Rev. and Mrs Dempsey Henother
derson were Monday night din- mercantile business. He was a
items.
Ma,oSO LI? III PKNO0
life-long member of the Priminer guests of Rev. and Mrs.
tive Baptist Church at Rock
Erad
Caldwell, Palmersville Spring
Also—Bash!ul Romeo and Color Car:oon.%
One lot 2x4's
$7.95
s.
Road.
He
Ander
leaves
son
weath
four
erstr
sons,
iplied
R.
E.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
Sunda} - Monday and Tuesday
ieturned home last week from Williams of Fulton, Route 4,
and screened casement
Renia Williams of Memphis,
veral days visit with Mrs.
sash
$5.00
Fletch
er
and
J.
P. Williams,
Byrum's parents, Rev and, Mrs.
Endmatched flooring 5.95
T T. Harris and family, in Jef- both of Crutchfield; four grandchildren, Dr. J. P. Williams of
ferson City, Term. They had a
All sales cash; no returns
LOWISIALaialaiatiONAIL
4.1V3,/,C)
delightful trip and visit in the Brinkley, Ark., J. B. Williams
of Memphis, Mrs. Katherine
Do the job you have wanted to do at a bargain.
East..
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields Humphries and Jerry Williams,
Filing Saws
both of St. Louis; and nine
Plan Book Service
and daughter, Karen Gayle,
Custom Sawing
greatgrandc
hildre
n.
were visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
F.H.A. Title Loans
Dressing and Sizing Lumber
J. T. Puckett the past Sunday.
Free Estimates '
Stove and Fireplace wood
Leslie Lassiter -hrs recover- Services For L. A.
Fililng Saws.
ed -, from a seige of trench
Call 33 for your lumber needs since 1896
mouth 'after being under the Pickle Held Dec. 11
care of doctors Poe and Han"Friendly, Dependable Service"
'L. Arthur Pickle 71, died at
cock for several days He has Pig Springs.
Texas, Sunday
entered grade school at Pal- Dec. 9 at 5:30
p. m.
diFEIIMMIIIKatinC111111111111111111111111(1111411
mersville.
1111HIMIUM11111111111111111tillfilICAMICial Ofi
Mr. Pickle was born in Aug111111011111111111111411111111ff
ust. 1878 in Weakley County,
--Consumption
of all forms of Tenn.On,NOV. 2. 1907 he was V
citergy in- Europe in 1955 ac- marriei to
Miss Maude Orr. V
cording to the Organization for They made
their home in FulEurope
Econom
an
Cooper
ic
ation
mai RONK mum • us TREAWNI•PINUP BOURNEUF
ton until 1927.
was the equivalent of 730 milHe leaves his wife;
EIGHTEEN OR EIGHTY, SHE'LL
lion
tons
of
coal
and
by
1975 J. C. Pickle of Bigtwo sous,
Pius—Yews—Talking Dog—Sport Short!
Springs,
is expected to reach 1,200 mil- Texas and Randal
l Pickle of
1111111M1Malmen=MMMEMISENNIP.P.P........111me
WELCOME A GIFT SHE CAN USE
llmieeemlle.11111i.mgr."...'
lion tons.
. --- mew -asimas.
• Lubbock, Texas: three brothers, Joe Pickle of Big Spring,
Dice Pickle of Moscow, Ky.,
and Herman Pickle of Detroit.
Mich.
..
He is a brother-in-law of
Mrs. C. J. Muzzall and of Mrs.
laan Pickle, both of Fulton.
The funeral was held TuesLadies
day, Dee. 11 in Big Spring.
Mrs. C. J. Muzzall eel Harold Muzzall 'left Monday mornHALF SLIPS
ing to attend the funeral

DEATHS

NOT REGISTERED
Littleton, Col. After announcing himself as a
eandidate for the Republican
nomination for State representati
ve,
George A. Hinshaw, quickl
y
withdrew. Ile had forgotten to
register as a Republican.
-- —-
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CONVENIENT LOCATION

FREE PARKING

We are on Lake Street Extended (Highway 45 North)

—DAY AND NIGHT—AL-

across film the Coca-Cola
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Ladies

Large Assortment
LADIES PANTIES
Fancy — All Colors

EFS
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BED JACKETS
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GOWNS
Boxed
Handkerchiefs
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Shortie Pajamas
Size 8-14—All Colors
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WASH CLOTH SETS

CLUTCH BAGS

$2.98
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TREE DECORATIONS
LIGHT SETS
69c to $4.98
V
V
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BE SURE TO SEE OUR LA RGE SELECTION OF TOYS
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BEN FRANKLIN
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Plan Now To Attend
Our Special Show
Christmas Day
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79c - $1.15

Boxed
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Fulton, Ky.
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Ladies Rayon

-.-

a

Lake Street
Liquor Store

NYLON HOSE

$1.98

MasT..F.arly For- Christmas

COMPLETE STOCKS
ALL of Your Favorite Brands of Wines
Whiskies, Gin, etc.

39c to 98c

29c to $1.00

,

a
a
a
a
a
a

a
a
a
a

HEAD SCARVES

MAN BITES DOG
Frankfurt, Germany—A man,
with several drMks too many
under his belt, became infuriated when friends took away
his car keys. Then, as if to
add insult to injury, a dog began barking at him. That was
the last „straw. The man seized
the dog and bit him.

WAYS A PLACE TO PARK
RIGHT AT OUR FRONT
DOOR.

a
a
a

98c

Services for Mrs. Atlas Atkinson were held Monday. Dec.
10 at Old Salem Methodist
Church. Burial was in Eastside
Cemetery
in
Martin. Tenn.
with Doug Murphy Funeral
Home in charge.
Mrs. Atkinson, who was 71
died at 3:45 Sunday morning.
Dec. 9 at Baptist Hospital in
Memphis.
She was a lifelong resident of
the Old Salem community She
had been a member of the
OTd Salem
Methodist Church
for more than 50 years.
She leaves her husband, Atlas Atkinson: a son. Doyle Atkinson of Martin; two daughters. Mrs. Guy Harris of McConnell and Mrs. Marion NethrY
of Martin; nine grandchildren
:.nd six great-grandchildren.

a

Star"

Nylon Tricot—Wide

Well Known Martin
Woman Buried
Monday, December 10

MOM OK ORM

OWNED—NATIONALL

Lake Street

Y
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Fulton, Ky.
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ECRET SERVICE PROTECTS EVERY
OMENT OF PRESIDENT'S LIVING

two Puerto Rican Nationalists
tried to shoot their way in but
failed.
Before
assignment to
the
White House, agents must attend
The protection given the Pres- Service's
organization, in 1901, a specialized school where they
ent of the United Sttes by the :three out of nine
Presidents had analyze scores of assassinations,
cot Service might be corn- been
domestic and foreign, recent and
red with an iceberg: what you l years assassinated. In the 55 years ancient. They observe
since, there have been nine
mental paonly
a fraction of what's Presidents,
is
no
assassinations, tients, become expert marksmen,
re So efficient is this Serv- and no
learn
judo,
gun-wrestling techcase of a President In ofthat no Chief Executive tic,'
niques and defenses against all
being
artied by its highly trained 1Roosevelt fired upon. Theodore types of attack.
was ex-President when
has ever been attacked. shot
pus
in Milwaukee. Franklin was
The Service has the worhis
Don Wharton reports in the President-elect at the time
of the largest file On paranoics. Every
gust Reader's Digest that dur- Miami :glinting. President
Tru- threatening or abusive letter to
g the 36 years prior to the man was inside Blair House
when the President is analyzed, classiNA and cross-indexed. In the
411C=Si IgtOCIK AC gig gig AC Igg AC*marfAC S4 AC MARV gig ACM gel AC AC AC OW
•'-e first three and a quarter years
a Lf the Eisenhower administration
Secret Service agents investigated 48(). cases involving threats.
Within recent months 147 persons have been arrested as dang0 erous to the
President.
Every move of a Presidential
p.
Ladies Sweaters, slip-over and button-down
trip is planned minutely in ad1.98 to $5.98 a vance. Weeks before Eisenhowa er went to Geneva last summer,
Ladies Costume Jewelry
$1.00 each a Secret Service men prepared •
a irvey complete with maps, diaPeter Pan Brassieres "7 and 11 numbers $2.50 up a grams, blueprints, floor plans.
a They picked the villa where EisFritz of California and Ship & Shore Blouses
a enhower would stay, investigat$2.98 a ed every servant, selected coura iers and telephone technicians,
eveh arranged a safe garbage
Ladies Dusters and Robes
$2.98 to $8.98 a
pickup.
A President's personal habitsBeautiful Nylon Ladies z Ships
$1.98 and up a
a create unique protection proBates Spreads (George Washington) $4•98 to $25
a blems. When Eisenhower plays
golf, armed Secret Service men
a
Linen of all kinds
$1.98 and op
are close by, dressed as golfers.
One man's golf bag conceals a
Men's Stretch Sox-79c Value
2 pr. $1.00
short-wave radio so that he can
Ladies' Party Dresses
$5.98 and up a talk with headquarters or with
a agents crtrising in a car patrol.
a During the 55 years of the SecChildren's House Shoes and Pajamas, all kinds
a let Service's spotless recprd, as$1.98 each a sassins in other
lands have
a killed nine kings, queens and
Men's Argyle Sox-Special
'79c pr.; 3 pr. $2.25
crown princes, 11 presidents, 16
prime ministers and many other
theN at I
.,nit
( AI
paIrt
leaders,
including
Mahatma
Sport Shirts
$1.98 to
Gandhi.

..Ideal Christmas Gifts..

K. HOMRA'S

ttio Dunn, a well known colored business man of this city,
died early Thursday morning,
Dec. 6.
Mr. Dunn came to Fulton
about 4 years ago and was employed by the I. C. Railroad
Company. About 23 years ago
he went into the cafe business and established one of the
largest businesses in Western
Kentucky. He will long be ;emembered as owner and manager of the Chicken Shack.
Funeral services were he!
Sunday afternoon; Dec. 9, at 5,
at Antioch Baptist Church. The
Rev. J. T. Gaines officiated.
Burial, under direction of Vanderford Funeral Home, was
Wednesday, Dec. 12, in Canton,
Miss. The body remained at the
Vanderford Funeral Home until time for the funeral. After
the services the family and friends were served at the funeral home by the Community
Service Club.
Mr. Dunn leaves his wife,
Mrs. Amite Dunn; a son, James
Dunn and wife, Alice; two sisters, Mrs. Beatrice Anderson
and Willie B. Hamilton; two
nieces and one nephew.
FIND

Tune to WEL-1, for local News
Read The Classified Ads!
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WHITE KING
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE
Ends Dec. 24th SAVE 21%, NOW!
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Woman's

$100.00 ON
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$7.50
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FRY'S SHOE STORE
I

220 Lake Street - Fulton
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•2.6 Cu. ft. "fast-freeze"
section

$230.95

SHOP OUR WONDERLAND OF TOYS
Cheer the hearts of the youngsters in your family
* Wagons
* Stoves
* Doll beds
* Many more

this
rule

4:30

1. M.)

trim. Beautiful to wear;
care for.
Sizes 32 to 40

BATES BEDSPREADS

$3.98

See our large selection of these famous spreads:
* George Washington
* Old Colony Pride

* Key West
* Piping Rock

LADIES NYLON PANTIES

•5-year food loss
protection plan
•1 -year freezer warranty
plus additional 4-year
motor compressor
guarantee

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS

Brief style.

Also 10 Cu. ft.- 12 cu. ft.

wet

Sizes 5-6-7

and 20 Cu. ft.

ONLY 98c.

ONLY $2.98
TOWEL SETS

('Re Our Easy Pay Plan.

MENS' SPORT SHIRTS

(By Cannon) . . . to warm the

MARTIN, TENN.
315 LINDELL

FULTON, KY.
216 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 404

PHONE 389

and regrlar cufa,

Sizes 14 to 17

sizes at Special Prices

Charlie Scales Stores

Made of fine broadcloth.
French

your lady fair!

heart of

nit,.

LADIES SLIPS
100% nylon tricot slip with nylon

10% DISCOUNT BEFORE DEC. 15TH

•3 baskets, 3 dividers

a

very

.14 Ai u.

•Holds 720 lbs.
frozen food

Model

is
p.

$6.00

D only

AS LOW AS $4.98

a

$5.56

(RIGHT): Maa's slipper, Sizes

0

a
a
a
a
a

AA, B

slipper,

Sizes AA and B

rcH

a

Wo-

man's slipper, Shea

- and many others

a
a

Man's

slipper, Sizes it. o

Co To Church Sunday

• Games
* Dishes
* Gun sets
* Tables, chairs

Large

Large selection of colors and new lily league styles.

selection.

Sizes S-M-L

FROM 98c.

Regular $2.98 and $3.98

TWO FOR $5.00

WES-TENN DEPT.STORES
LAKE STREET
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SAVE
BASIS YOU CAN

CHEST!

5.00

V
V

e
NOTE TO SANTA:
--------.-, 4
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V
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Buy now and save at Wes-Tenn !
Orrtallo
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YOUR "BLIND" SPOT

Most of us have been accused
at one time or anotherof having
a blind spot and it's true-at
least technically, the
Murine
Company of Chicago says. To
find yours, simply mark a
small dot on a piece of paper
and a ninch or two away, mark
a cross. Now, move the paper
slowly back and forth from
your eye. You will find that
at some point the cross will
"disappear--and you will have
found your blind spot.

i The Fulton News, Thursday, Decembe
r 13, 1966

1

a
a
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No" LICENPt FOR 26 YEARS
New 7.-eiclon, Conn.--Stopping a car which had no tail
light, two policemen asked to
see the driver's license. Charles Guguere, 44, of Lyme, told
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
astimished cops he had been
a driving
for 26 years but had
1111111PMMInn 11111111011110110MINIMMIMInnensXIasSO NallsalallaMIOXIMMI never
had a license.

Otto Dunn Dies
Wednesday, Dec. 6

- INC.

FULTON, KY.

e
1

1
CLASSIFIED ADS
ILL KINDS OF KEYS
while you wait. Forresbleil
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
WHY NOT buy that new living room suites now at Wade's
sensational low price and
have it delivered next spring.
Regular- $219.95 suite at only
$130.00. You'll never be able
to buy again at these low,
low prices. The month of
Decembft is the time to buy
furniture at Wade's. Wade
Furniture Company. "Trade
with Wade and Save."
ton, 1(y. phone 103.
-

THAT NEW. baby at your
house, will really- coo this
Christmas if you. buy it a
bed from Wade's. Priced on
Wade's Gigantic 22nd Anniversary Sale for only $19.95.
"Trade' with Wade and Save."
Wade Furniture Co. Phone
103.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

leigh's, Dept. KYL-1071-201 THE RAILROADS are hiring NEED
A
rubber stamp?
Freedport, Ill. '
telegraphers and station aPrompt service available at
gents! Learn to earn top
the Fulton News office.
YOU AIN'T Nothin But A
wages, at GALE: the world's
Hound Dog, if you don't drop
largest railroad training cen- POSTED and No-hunting signs;
in at the big friendly Wade
for-rent signs, made to your
ter. Fur further information,
Furniture Co. and select that
specifications.
call E. W. Cornick, Route
Prompt sergift for your wife from the
vice, economical prices. The
2, Crutchfield, Ky.; phone
many, many gift items now
Fulton News, 209 CommerCayce 2845.
on display. She'll Love You
cial Avenue.
Tender if a big Hoovier Cita- GOOD BUYS in bedroom suites
tion upright vacuum cleaner
from $74.95 to $149.95 at
is her Christmas surprise.
Wade's Used. Trade with
Regular priced $144 90 durWade and Save. Wade's Used,
FARM LOANS
ing Wade's 22nd Anniversary
112 Main Street, phone 478.
Sale only 270.00. "Trade with
Wade and Save." Wade Fur- WELLS DRILLED
for industry
niture Co., Fulton, Ky. Phone
Long Termsand homes. Modern equip.103.
ment, experienced workman.
-Easy Payments
Write or call Watson Co..
SPECIAL: Extra nice breakPhone 261, Fulton. Ky.
fast table and chairs, $32.50
at Wade's Used. See Acthur, ,LISTEN! Was
machine
Matheny for other bargains
motors, while they last, $5.00.
ATKINS, HOLMAN
at Wade's Used. Trade with
We have a few more coal
Wade and Save. 112 Main
stoves left Bed springs from
Street, phone 478.
$3.50 to $5.50. Trade witn
AND FIELDS
Wade and Save. Wade's Used,
"CLOSE MARGIN" Oliver will
112 Main Street, phone 478.
really get closer than ever if
-Insurer ce-you will see him
during FOR THE BEST Deal On Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Wade's
Anniversary
22nd
See James 0. Butts at The 001. Main St
Sale. Ask him about that big
Phone I
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
20 Cu. ft. Ben Hur home
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
freezer, a
regular $589.95
Phone 674. We trade for your
seller, at Wade's for only
old equipment.
$229.50. `Trade with Wade
and Save." Wade Furniture
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard SURE INSURANCE
Co. Phone 103.
and automatic models. $129 95
AT
"OP PRICES PAID for country
and up. Sales and servica.
Bennett Electric, Ptitme 201.
eggs. Smith's Cafe.
LOW COST

PAPPY NATHAN has gone all
out to make December the
biggest month in the Store's
history. Completely automatic EUDY SHOE Repair offers you
prompt, accurate service at
10 Cu. FL Philco Refrigeramoderate cost 204 Church
tor. Nationally advertised at
Street, Fulton.
$329.95. Pappy is selling this
refrigerator at the less than HAM1VIER'N HANK BETHEL
wholesale
price of only
has really hammered the day
$229.95. "Trade with Wade
lights out of the prices on
and Save." Wade Furniture
this on& Big 3 piece Grey
Co. Fulton, Ky. Phone 103.
modern bedroo.n suite with
beautitial book case bed, with
FOR TOY guns and holster
sliding doors large double
sets, see A. J. Wright, "The
dresser and big chest of
Harness Man." Fulton, Kendrawers A regular $189.95
tucky.
value, while they last during Wade's Gigantic 22nd
UNEXPECTED
CHANGE
Anniversary Sale, for only
makes available good Raw$110.00. "Trade with Wade
leigh
business
in
Fulton
and Save." Wade Furniture
County. or City of Fulton.
Co. Phone 103.
Splendid business secured in
this district for 25 years. FOR SINT: Floor sanding maElxceptional opportunity for
chine and electric floor polishright man. See or write Myrer and electric vacuum cleantle Johnson, R. R. 2, Dukeers. Exchange Furniture Co.
dom, Tenn. or write RawPhase 35, Churcn Street

NOTICE TO SUKStRIBERS
The Southern Bell Telephone
and Telegraph Company has
applied to thee Public Service
Commission of Kentucky for
authority to increase its rates
and charges to its customers
in Kentucky. A schedule of the
proposed rates will be promptly filed at the local exchange
office. A hearing upon said application will be held by the
Public Service Commission of
Kentucky at its offices in
Frankfort, Kentucky at 9:00 A.
M. on December 18, 1956.
FINE ENGRAVING of all types
is available at the Fulton
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the midweet The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!
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WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
-Phones 62 or 160-WBring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding. Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
_Phone 345

DELUXE WOOD CABINET TABLE MODEL 5 Star Chassis,
pushbutton on-off: OUR FINEST TABLE MOIAL1

WADE TELEVISION SERVICE
206 Main Street

Plias' 126

MYOMMWMMMMMWMMMMMMMISOMMIAMMIIMM

MI Aboard For Your Merriest Furniture Christmas Ever

AT WADE'S 22nd ANNIVERSARY SALE
MR. MAC SAYS --

5-in. FOAM RUBBER MATTRESS and
MATCHING BOX SPRINGS

$89.50

BED ROOM SUITES-REDUCED-REDUCED

2-Piece LIVING ROOM SUITES up to $110.00 off.
Buy Now-We'll Deliver Anytime.

$29995
Full Size ELECTRIC RANGES-DeLuxe $119.95

BABY BED MATTRESS

Whirlpool ELECTRIC DRYER

20-ft. BEN HUR HOME FREEZERS

SEE ME FOR
THE BEST
IN USED
FURNITURE
BUYS

$8.00

FREE EOX SPRING with Reg. $59.50 MATTRESS
MAHOGANY DRUM TABLES

a
a

$15.00
Regular $14.95 DOGWOOD TABLE LAMPS $5

GAS RANGES, Divided Top

$149.95
$99.50

PHILCO REFRIGERATORS up to $110.00 OFF
8-ft. DeLuxe REFRIGERATORS
5-Piece CHROME DINETTES

Limited Quantities-Shop-Compare-You'll Trade With Wade
Fulton
Ky.
"Trade With Wade and Save"

IV Wade Furniture Company

$159.95
$49.95

for coming and
for maiting new
going
friends and for renewing old
but most of all it
ies . .
is the season for the Christmas
party . . . everybody has them
..church groups office parties, private parties, civic parties
. . its the time to drink
a cup of kindness and to put
away all the cares and worries
of the year and to get together
for an evening of fun, for the
exchange of gifts and for lookwork as last year's passes ir.to
history.
I wish I had the time and
the space to record each and
every party that is held everywhere in Fulton and around
here. I wish that I could
greeting of
chronicle every
good cheer that is uttered at
every happy get-together. . . I
wish I could describe every
ornament and every glittering
sparkle of tinsel on every tree
around .
. I wish I could
describe the gift that is given
to every "boss," to every Sunday School teacher, pastor, or
school teacher. . . . I wish I
could describe in detail every
lovely Christmas carol that is
sung to Him on High and the
spirit with which that carol is
. I wish I could print
sung
in full, or even ex c erpt every
program message or reading
that spells out the true mean
ng of Christmas delivered at
very party around here.
As surely as I peck away
these sincere wtshes that are
in my heart, so am I sure that
I too am caught in the same
whirl-wind of acUvity in reporting the high-lights of the
;aiely at Christmas time
So, dear frterias and loyal
readers, if perchance your gay
party is not reported in this
diary of your doin's, please
know that it is the error of
n ca paci ty to he everyrri y
and not an error of
where . .
the heart.
To all of you who attend
the many parties given here .
accept my sincere best wishes
for a gay and happy season,
and if your party in print is
not, my good wishes for you
are not forgotten. Have a very
merry Christmas, and may the
Year dawn upon you
New
bright and gay and rich with
—
ceiving

Diary of Doin's
By Mary Nelle Wright
Lady" every
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
Hear Mary-Nene', program, "My Fair

Thoi time of year, thoughts of Christmas gifts—like
visions of sugar plums are dancing in our heads—and
your Diarist is letting herself in for TROUBLE—because
there simply hasn't been TIME to shop for GIFT ONE!
And really, you know—NOTHING is dearer to a woman's heart than shopping. It is, in fact, SO dear to my
heart—that ALL during the year I buy some special
little gift for a few dear friends
or members of the family and
pack them away with a SMUG
feeling that come CHRISTMAS
—ALL I'll have to do is to
put on the Christmas wrappings
and send them merrily on their
happens?
WHAT
But
way
COME CHRIISTMAS—and I
CAN'T find them ANYWHEIt
So — here I am again—C at-

mac just a wink away and my
gifts . are packed away—away—
Lway—and I'm running, running like the Red Queen—and
I've decided
will be much
EASIER
go down to the
nice s es—and buy MORE
gifts!
Christmas is a wonderful
is the season for many
things . . . for giving, for re-

time St

....ammummwmaiwwww=mmmmmmmmmmml
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HUNDREDS OF WONDERFUL
GIFTS FOR
INFANTS AND CHILDREN
TO CHOOSE FROM AT

Jack and Jill Shop
Lake Street—Fulton

(All items gift wrapped)
atilt
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Doti+ let thic
big one getaway!
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'51 Frigidaire Super Refrigerator
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God's blessings
prosperity.

and

abundant

Here 'N There; , ,
Matt and Jane DeBoor were
visitors in Fulton for a few
days last week-end on returning from their wedding trip to
Las Vegas, Nevada and points
. . Jane and Matt dewest
parted for Lexington Sunday
where this popular couple will
good
make their home
news from Phyllis Kelley of
Hickman is that she is doing
fine following her auto accident. . . . specialists at Campbell's clinic in Memphis reported this week her injury is
. . a fond
fast improving
farewell to Mrs. Jack Sparks
who is leaving Fulton to make
her home in Central City, Ky.
Ann Latta has returned from
a visit in Pans, Kentucky with
her good friend, Marian Clay.
These two gals have been
roommates in 'Louisville for the
past year but now--each is going her separate way. Ann has
come back to the ole home
town to let her folks, Mary and
Gilson, "enjoy her" for a little
while. You know, once these
youngsters go away to school—
them around
we don't have
much more—so we are happy
that Ann is going to "be around" for a while. Ann went
up to Paris to attend some of
the pre-nuptial parties that are
being given for Marian who
will be wed on the 27th of
the month. Ann is in the wedding—so she'll be a very busy
one—what synth ALL of the
Christmas doings around here—
and at Paris, too.
And we are the happiest ones
for Mary and Gilson Latta who
moved into their new home on
Third Street Friday. Mary has
worked long and diligently with
all of the decorators who have
made a real -Dream Home" out
of the place that formerly belonged to the late Robbie and
Trevor Wayne. Mary has done
BEAUTIFUL job of the
a
whole house
And NO one
could be happier to be in
TOWN than our Mary because
W' don't think there could be
an adding machine capable of
tota lirlg ALL of the miles that
Mary has "rolled off" between
here— and Water Valley. Mary
has patiently waited all these
,ny years for a lovely home
I
t his--and we join all of
r NI ANY friends in wishing
Ma r-N . Gilson and daughter,
Ann MAW* happy years in
their lovely home.
Ethel and Mac McDaniel and
their young lassies Susan and
Terry have moved into their
lovely new home on Second
Street and it is doubtful whether any Christmas gift in the
world could make them any
happier than to have moved
into that beautiful place. The
McDaniel's purchased the former T. J. Kramer, Sr. home and
Ethel has been as busy as' a
beaver getting it all in order.
It is almost in apple pie order
now, and Ethel says that she
has had lots of fun showing
friends the house on a "deluxe" tour. Haven't had the
pleasure of the personally conducted tour, but hope to get
on to it ere this holiday frenzy
subsides a little.

lanes turbulent Mississippi just
rollick' along. And Joy will have
added happiness as Christmas
time besides the new-housewarming, for most
any day
now she is expecting her mother from Alice, Texas to spend
the
with
Christmas season
them.

And from the banks of the
Mississippi comes news that
Patricia Wiley, daughter of Edward B Wiley of Hickman has
ranked in the top quarter of
her class in placement tests
given at UK this fall. Patricia
is a graduate of Hickman High
School and a junior in the College of Arts of Sciences and
to her we wish much luck in
that top eschelon of scholarship where she finds herself.

t

A lovely and charming young
matron. .
. and capable too
. . . has been elected as president of the Junior Woman's
Club. She is Mrs. Tom Kelley
who fills the vacancy in the
club's top position formerly
hell by Mrs. Gene Hatfield,.
And filling another vacancy in
the club was another lovely
matron, Mrs. Billy Homra .
young Billy's fair lady . . who
will serve the club as treasurer.
Last week the Junior Woman's Club had its regular
meeting at the clubhouse and
the session was busy and enthusiastic as only a group of
busy and enthusiastic young
matrons are capable of making
it_
The business session was presided over by Mrs. Arthur
Roman, first vice-president, assisted by the secretary, Mrs.
Billy Ragan.
Mrs. Nathan Wade was, appointed
co-chairman of the
Orphan Committee to assist
Mrs. Billy Hagan.
Mrs. Bill
Robertson was welcomed as a
new member. At the end of
the business session the program was turned over to Mrs.
Robert Rudoloph.
To inaugurate the Christmas
season, Mrs. Rudoloph showed
MGM's film of Dickens immortal "Christmas Carol". This
familiar story of Scrooge, Tiny
Tim, and the England of yesterday was enjoyed by the
members.
From a candle-lit tea table
the hostesses, Miss Winnie Bowlin and Mrs. Joe Holland, served gaily-decorated sandwiches
and cookies to further carry
out the holiday motif.
Many
Christmas
packages
were brought to be sent by
the club to complete the annual Christmas box sent the
little girl at the Beulah Heights
Orphanage in Kentucky.

New hit vt,th millions!
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WHOPPING BIG 12.4 Cu. Ft. CAPACITY
FOR ONLY

*2"

A WEEK

aft'-r small down payment

A KING-SIZE VALUE

i'll111111"."""7

• AU-new Sheer Look - designed
to fa in with cabinets.
11
looks built in.
• Full-Width SuperFreezer Chest "
• Deep-Door Storage
• Rig Egg Capacity Door Shehes
• Twin Porcelain Hydrators —
with 23.4 total capacity
• 3Removable Aluminum Shelves
• Sliding Chill Drawer
• Safety-Seal latch opens
from inside or out.

FULTON
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_GIFT SL1PP
All of the Ne4rest
Colors and S yles!
Plain Satins, Birocaded
Satins,
Velvets and Le4herl

a

.99
to 3.99
"
7
""Illillirli

NYLON
HOSE
First Quality!
Outstanding

GLAMOROUS
GIFT

Values!
Priced from . .

PURSES
A Complete
Selection of
the Newest Styles,

99' pair
▪

Color and
Materials!

a

Others to $1.65
PS XS1010110IN NAM XINANAIWAII•ONOIN7

$1.99
I up

Ideal for her gift list

-

•

• RAINCOATS
• ROBES

V
V
V

.•

SPECIAL PRICE ON

aeeztak
for dorens of

FALL DRESSES, COATS AND

lost cheese treats

V
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4
0
V
V
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PRICE ON FALL HATS
Make Her Happy With One of
These Lovely Gifts
Under The Christmas Tree

A
it
A

a

.,.. i
A
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
WALNUT STREET

710IN IONA

Rita Fay Copeland, bride-elect
of Bob Alexander of Mayfield,
(Continued on Br ck Page
of this section)

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

HOSE
PURSES

Packed with

Including:

1710•1170

Mona and Greg Griffin
Bingo was enjoyed . by the
group with prizes going to
Mona Griffin, Linda Cardwell,
and Tanya Costello. Favors of
Christmas corsages wer'• presented to each little guest.
Ice Cream and birthday cake
were enjoyed Freida received
many nice gifts. Pictures were
taken of the group.

Looking forward to getting
CLUTCH BAGS
an settled in a new home for
r.
Nothing is so gay, and pretFulton, Kentucky
Christmas are Joy and Fred ty. too, as a little girl's birth$1.00
Stokes and their small fry, day party. And when a lassie
iIN 72AM
sisaowasamaca.:/e.:maaasPt NOM NM IN ASRA AS N4Ts
Sandra and Cub. Joy has been
neninininensninsnanannintnimitomwn•53so..
-,
these
lo
out of circulation
"
11 "
1 1070"otnolosimeenswasiesisonsnanssonixenonsm• Ple
ii
many weeks while she watches
every plank and plan put intd
the house. The Stokes home
sits atop the loveliest view in
all of West Kentucky, with the
mighty Mississippi rolling merrily along' in their back-yard
have
almost. Joy and Fred
taken into consideration this
• COATS
• LINGERIE
4
lovely horrie-site, and almost
anywhere you turn in the
•
SUITS
GLOVES
house. . . . there in plain view
some• DRESSES
is the sometimes placid,
JEWELRY

a

FrItedaire qunfly.

reaches that important tenth
birthday then that is the "mostest" m party gaiety. Lovely litto Freida Mansfield celebrated her tenth birthday party
recently and what a pretty
scene was her home on West
State Line when her little friends, dressed for a lovely
party, came and enjoyed the
afternoon with her.
Guests attending were Ken
Bowlin, Linda Cardwell, Tanya Costello, Sandra Toon, Cabbie Lou and Doris Bowlin,

And in the department of
bouquets, may we add our
kudos to Bandmaster Arthur
Roman for having been selected as one of America's outstanding musicians. As a result Arthur was selected to
play in the All American Bandmasters' Band at the Sheraton
Hotel in Chicago. Art, as he
is affectionately
called hereabouts, is band director for
both Fulton and South Fulton
schools and as an extra-curricula activity gives forth with
some fine
notes in Fulton's
own dance orchestra, the Melody Men. Congratulations from
all of us to you . . Art Roman.

I
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PHONE 185

SPOON IT into
HEAT IT for cheese sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks

I
i

Clarice Shop
300 Main Street

V

Phone 26.5

is
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14 NAMES SUBMITTED TO EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY Of QUILL AND SCROLL
election to the Quill and Scroll,
students must meet the following requirements: (1) Students
must be of at least junior classification. (2) They must be in
the upper one third of their
class in scholastic standing at
the time of their election. (3)
They must have done superior
work in some phase of journalism or creative endeavor. (4)
They must be recommended by
the adviser or by the committee governing publications. (5)
They must be approved by the
Executive Secretary _ of the
Quill and Scroll.
The purpose of the Quill and
Scroll is_ to instill in the students the ideal of scholarships;
to advance the standard of the
by
profession of journalism
111 15
.
better journalists
01•101111MMIIMMINIAMMINEM10160.411.111.11.41•
developing
and by inculcating a - higher.
JUST RECEIVED!
code of ethics; 'to promote exact and dispassionate thinking,
A Car Of
clear and forceful writing.

From the FHS KENNEL:
Fourteen Fulton High School
students, who are members of
the Junior and Senior classes,
are eligible to be presented to
the Executive Secretary of the
Quill_and Scroll Journalism Society as candidates for membership in the organization.
qualifying
students
Those
from the Senior class- are Al
Bushart and Jean Bynum. The
members of the Jupior class
who are eligible are Marion
Blackstone, Barbara Boyd, Judy
Browning. Ella .Doyle, Anne
Fall, Patsy Grooms. Susan McDaniel, Sue Moore, Virginia
Page, Bud White, Ken Winston
and Diane Wright.
In order to be eligible for

ALABAMA BRILLIANT

COAL
• High In Heat
• Low Ash
(Less than 3%)
• Once You Buy It,
You'll Always
Buy It!
14.. Lump
Stoker /
Immediate Delivery

CITY COAL CO.
TELEPHONE 51

Happy, Happy

Barbara Boyd Elected
Basketball Queen

Rev. Carroll Is
New Pastor Of
Catholic Church

(Ky. state Police Photo)
ted by two Kentucky
MUSCULAR MUFFLER CHECK is conduc
82-year.old B. D. "Pop" Tracy,
State Policemen as the auto's owner,the 1923 Ford every day. SerFrankfort, looks on. Tracy drives
the auto while Trooper Bob
geant John Ed Tomlinson is lifting
Troopers may not lift every auto
Calvert checks the muffler. State
deficiencies, but If your car
off the ground to check for vehicle
probably be inspected in the
will
it
ent
equipm
te
adequa
&eget have
r.
Troope
State
a
hear future by

FHA PI.ANS CHRISTMAS
TREF. (.IFTe FOR NEED
From the Filti KENNEL:

From the FIRS KENNEI
At Ili, November meetiag iii
On Friday, November 30, the FHA, the members decidRev. Fr. Clarence Pettit who George Burnette announced in
te a Christmas
has served as pastor of Sacred assembly that the basketball ed to decora
Heart Church in Hickman and team had elected Barbara Ann tree, This tree will be put up
St. Edwards Catholic Church in Boyd, junior, as 1956-57 Bas- I n the recreation room and will
Fulton for the past seven years, ketball Queen. She will be be decorated by the F H.A
has been transferred to Immac- crowned on January 8, when members.
ulate Parish in Owensboro, Ky. the Fulton High Bulldogs play
The students of Fulton High
as Administrator for Rev. Fr. t h e
North Marshall will be asked to bring • gifts far
tough
at
ill
ly
serious
is
Carrico who
the needy. These will be plated
team.
St. Joseph's Infirmary in LouisBarbara Ann participates in under the tree and later given
ville.
many varied school activities. to needy families.
His duties at Sacred Hear; She is drum majorette of the
will be taken over by Rev. Fulton High band, feature ediWilliam Carroll, a Father of tor on The Kennel staff, and
Mercy, from Brooklyn, N. Y. her name has been submitted
Fr. Carroll is a member of the to the Quill and Scroll ExecuSociety of the Fathers of Mercy tive Secretary for _approval.
S.. P. M., which has its Ameri- Also. she is an active member
can headquarters in Brooklyn. of the FHA and Youth Center
The Society founded by Jean committee. Barbara was awardBaptise Rauz.sn shortly after ed a gold pir by the Crowellthe French Revolution is re- Collier Company for selling
Sea. lawnposil
dollars '
presented in the Archdiocese over . one
Illaoloa dam
hundred
weit
of Louisville, New York and aorth of magazine subscrip- ,ow down I iyment
"
airs
Washington and in the Qiocese tions in the magazine drive this
Terms
Fast
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of Brooklyn, Raleigh, Spring- fall.
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field. . Mass. and Vancouver,
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Congratulations.
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Canada.
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from the Fu,tten High
Fr. Carroll took up his duties
body.
as Pastor of Sacred Heart
—
EdSt.
and
an
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in
Church
ward's Church in Fulton this
week. Later he will be joined
by another priest from the of today's most wantiod colors
same Society who will assist
for horns decoration!
him in his work with the two
---s.
perishe
ic larammrs Pinsearge rib lasiailas eas run

JUNIOR rnms PURCHASE
BIBLE WITH PRIZE MONEY
Front the FHS KENNEL:
Football Letters
The Junior girls were pre- •CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn • Awarded
sented a prize of five dollars
From the FHS KENNEL:
by the P-TA for having 100
ship.
member
cent
per
At the assembly program on
Members of the local P. T.
The girls decided to buy a A. enjoyed a pot luck supper the day before Thanksgiving.
Bible with their money, since at the school lunch room last twenty-two boys were recogntheir other Bible was very old. Thursday night in recognition ized for having ealned their
They purchased a King James of Dad's Night.
football letters. Nine senior
Version and plan to read from
boys received gold footballs.
underwho
ant,
Bondur
Ray
it daily.
juniors, nine sophomores,
Three
Baptist
the
at
y
went surger
The Junior girls intend to Hospital . in 'Memphis last week, and one freshman, Charlie Foryear.
use it in their senior
rest, received letters. Three
As improving nicely.
Then they will give it back to
junior boys were named capwill
remain
on
Morris
Orvin
the Junior class when they
tains of the football team n for
at the Veterans Hospital for next
Bennett,
year: Bobby
graduate.
ing
follow
treatment
further
Robert.
and
,
Frazier
Harold
surgery on his face last week.
Bone.
Mary-Nelle Wright-9:30 a.
Several from this community
m. to 10:00 a.. m.—with her were in Mayfield Monday for
m,
progra
Lady"
Fair
"My
Christmas shopping and tobacSeed The Clainffled Ads!
everything in sews and music co sales.
house.
the
of
for the fair lady
Mrs. Odell Owensby entered
the Baptist Hospital on Monday
where she will undergo surgeryDonald Weldon had the misfortune to break a bone in his
foot while playing ball last
week.
A large number of neighbors
and friends gathered the remainder of Ray Bonduranrs
corn crop last Wednesday.
Mrs. Cecil Barber is enjoying a new home freezer and
purchased
Washer
automatic
last week.
Holiday Ideal
Harvey Vaughn attended a
banquet at Reelfoot Lake Monday night honoring the Martin
football team whe won the
County trophy for the 1956 season. A nice watch was presented by the team to their very
good coach, Mr. Felkner.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Teague of Texas and Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Teague and Mrs. Zelan
Brown visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ches Morrison last week.
Mrs. Orvin Morrison spent
last weekend in Memphis.
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New
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Wallhide Ity,bberised Sado ?WM
Wall/tide Alkyd Flat Wall Pahlhe
Itatinhida Enamel
Wallhisia Glow Enamel

Church Sunday

To

BURROW CANNON

I

and

& BURROW

Insurance and Real EOM,
Long term Farm t,oans at
1...w Rate of Interest
SEE

Charles T. Cannon
Charles W. Burrow

2
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Maestro
Colors

FULTON PAINT & CUSS COMPANY

14
/

Fulton

Church Street

EliElABLE
LOW PRi!li

for a new 1956 Custom Model
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Welcome, Mr. Martin
air

Phones
In Decorator
Colors

Frees the MS KENNEL:
The students and faculty are
happy to welcome Mr. Mansfield Martin back to his office
as principal of Fulton High
School. Although his substitute, Mr. Avery Hancock, did
a fine job as acting pricipal
and teacher, Mr. Martin was
sorely missed by all. Again we
sincerely say, "Welcome, Mr.
Martin."

EASY
SpiralatorAutomatir

LONG
FACED

Jag

shopping
Happy you to solve Christmas
additional
Of
gifts
gay
with
problems
Here's smart,
colors!
or
decorat
in
phones
,
bedside table
modern convenience for Grandma's
the
...
kitchen
Mom's
Dad's den ...
save
teenager's room. For a special friend, to
all
easier
life
steps and make
through the year.
Each gift phone is gaily Christmaswrapped, with card for your name.
Delivered before Christmas, installed
any time. The modest cost can be
charged to your telephone bill.
Order today! Call our business
office or ask any
installer-repairman
you happen to see.

Southern Bell Telephone

Thousands soldfor $28995
NOW t99fi.00
ONLY VlbahlV

Over Spots
on Clothes?
Try These OK

EASIEST TERMS IN TOWN!

Call Office
0-23

Prices.

SUITS — — — — 85c
DRESSES — — — 85c
PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS INC.

and Telegraph Company

— PHONE 130 —

and your
old washer

•You won't bellow@ your eyes when you see
this monsy-saving value.
•tubule. ipiralotor Action gets
art.

out oil

•NI Weer Saying on small loads.
•Portsfsfs hp,washtub and drointub.

the

LIMITED TIME ONLY

•Twie-Tomp DWI for completely automatic
washing.

CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Martin & Rushtton Commercial Ave. Fulton Phone 401

60g.
Sea
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meeting if
hers decid
Christmabe put tie
m and will
the F.H.A
ulton High
rig gifts for
11 be platie
later gill'',

Sixteen dollars a minute is
a pretty high rate to pay for
anything . . . But that's what
it cost Gordon Brenner for a
day in Milwaukee.
Well it wasn't exactly a
.in fact it
day's pleasure .
aas only 25 minutes.
It -all-happened this-War In
action-packed 25 minutes
an
with
Brenner's car collided
another .
he punched a serVICO station attendant . . . and
then drove his car into a police
Car.
When the dust settled, a judge fined Brenner 400-dollars.
MOW

FOR THE

BEST

Nc AMMO
ilt1T4MA1IC
WA.11Ifg

•

GTEIC
Fulton

%lb

Fulton High School is well
On
represented on WFUL.
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays F.H.S. students are heard
from 4:15 to 4:45 on Club 1270.
The students judge records and
bring the latest news from Fulton High. The schedule for the
following week consists of Dec.
10, Bobby Logan and Ronnie
McAlister; Dec. 12, Robert
Stephenson and Glenn Cook;
Dec. 14, Nancy Holland and
Joan Cares; Dec. 17, JI:)e Della. and Truman Satterfield.
Also, Monday through Fri•iev, Fultan High -students are
heard from 7:15 to 7:30 a.m. on
the program, "21 Questions."
his is a panel show which
rre ;ents Norma Owen, Al Bushart and Ella- Doyle of Fulton
High And Norman Allison from
South Fulton High.

Cayce High School honor roll
announces the following honor
rol lthis week:
7th Grade: Phyllis Campbell,
Carol effress, Donna Carol Mabry.
th Grade: Betty Fowler.
9th Grade: Philip Mayfield,
Bobby Shuff, Marjorie Sons,
Kenny. Lane Wade, Judy Wol•••
berton.
10th Grade: Helen Srnithmier,
Ray Williamson.
11th Grade: Elaine Bellew,
Donald Brown, Joyce Hardison.
Jimmy Williams. •
12th Grade: Wanda Burns,
Janice
Downey, Pat Jones,
Clara MeMurry, Dan Weatherspoon, Jeannette Roper.
r
-ue
•WS1171 Et 11413AN' 70 40

USED

W. E. Kock of The Bell Telephone Laboratories demonstratei the recently-developed "picture phone." Still
in the experimental stages, the "pictbre phone" has been
used to transmit a recognizable image from coast to

Dec. 8: Tommy Allen, Mrs.
L. T. Twomey, Dec. 9: Vivian
Matlock, Jimmy Meacham, R.
I.. Harris, Mrs., Floyd Gargus;
' Dec. 10: Donald Parton, Tommy Brown, Lillian Gossum, coast.
SEE
Scientists have giveh eyes- to
Kenneth Gossum, Ruth Pruett;
Dec. 11: D. C. Wyatt, Mrs. the telephone.
Alice McCuller: Dec. 12: Chris
And the time may come in
Mangold, Virginia Howard, Ju- the foreseeable future when a
•
deth Hinkley.
person can make a telephone
Happy Birthday: Dec. 14: call and We and be seen by
FURNITURE CO.
ames Vester French, Dickie Foy the person at the other end
Delbert of the line.
IS:
Dec.
Gossum;
207 CHURCH ST
Wood, Lola Norma; Dec. 16:
It's all in the experimental
Jane Dell -Jones, Mr. -Prank stage now, hewevei. This "pic35
PHONE
Sue'• Moore, ture phone" is still undergoing
! Alien. Margaret
Donald Hay, Tommy Ethridge. development and is not yet
ready for commercial use, Mr.
Wiley, Manager of Southern
Bell Telephone Company in
IT HAPPENED IN
Fulton, said today.
—Researchers at the 73e'll Telephone Laboratories have used.
the device recently to send recognizable pictures over distances as great as from New
York to Los Angeles.
The images sent by the 'picture phone" vary in size from
one by one-and-a-half inches
to two by three inches. They
1790— FIRST POPULATION COORS Of UNTIKKY
are in black and white and
and
Kentucky
into
Settlers were beginning to pour
and
head
the
only
'show
then the Revolutionary War began. The fierce strugshoulders. A new picture is
gles with the Britiah and the Indians sharply redutxd
transmitted every two seconds.
the westward migration But with the end of the war,
The "picture phone" is not
people looking for new homes and lands again trayan intruder. Switches at both
ekei over the Wilderness Road. The first census,
ends of the line have to be
taken from a tax list of 1790, said Kentucky's popu"on" for the picture to be
lation totalled 73,677 persons Two years later Kate
transmitted with the conversatucks- twesizne the Fifteenth State in the Union.
tion. The picture screen and
of
many
today,
as
just
past,
In Kentucky's historic
camera are in a box alongside
our eitirens ha% e always enjoyed a glass of beer. This
the telephone. If a person
brewing industry makes; joie for thousands of our
doesn't want to be seen he
residents 'Ube wile of beer under orderly condition.
can flip off the picture switch.
is an entiortant objective of the United State"
But at the same time he cuts
Brewers teundation. Our continuing educational
off his VieW of the party at
program !wipe beer retailers . maintain their high
the other end.
standa
Mr. Wiley said the experimental "picture phone" is the
KENTUCKY DIVISION. U S BREWERS FOUNDATION
first system of its kind to of5 j He,
d D'43 LOws.1110, K•ntucky
fer promise of being commer•
cially feasible because it uses
ordinary telephone wires for
Int
transmission. Only one pair of
wires - is required in addition
to those to carry the conversation.
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SERVICE
NOTES

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT
PHONE 201
4
C
FULW)N

3

r,"

$3
li.egulat \Jim,
60 gauge, 15 denier

$1.15

Seamless, 15 denier

$1.15
"GIFT WRAPPED"

FRY'S
Shoe Store
Fulton
illIVKINOKINtill

1

•Tan Is Rest Spas
_Not hos II
balder,
•(kale* OW
This* Tow he
•Odes low WI
/ono %Oar hay
•hellish,* lark
Etonornlisr•Peeked( Mew
Anneals
•Gas Saving VasRibbon" fume
•(consists, lacuna*
kitty Controls
• EASY FHA TERMS
3 Years t• Pay
Pay As Utti• As

For The Rest in

APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION
and
SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
—CALL 559—

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News Office)
24 Hour Service
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KP'S
Liquor
Store
Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the
Ford -Garage in FULTON, KENTUCKY

V

.Nothlrg
Down

GINS, RUMS, LIQUORS, ICED V/1NE3

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

01

V

owlet=

Pairs For

1111101411111

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

CONVENIENT LOCATION!
PLENTY OF F-R-E-E PARKING
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED

I

V

OK

Accurate

The Civitan Club at Hickman
WORKMANSHIP
announce that the Club will ,
holiday dance in
sponsor a
At Low Cost
Hickman Thursday night, Dec
Watches, Clocks and Time
by
provided
be
will
27. Music
Pieties of All Kinds AlvaFulton's popular Melody Mee rat-'./ Repaired at Low Cost
orchestra.
hy—
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DANCE AT HICKMAN

FRIEnDLY
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DAYTON V-BELTS

V
V

Put • e•ii to troll
carpet of oarnstk on
your floors . . . have
boat In
comma
to Install. OW
rroltho wall between
Attune.

1

We have complete stocks d

t
Save Space, Install a;

ItillnIXIK

CRIME WAVE
Vandals, busy in and around
Union City and Obion County,
have looted cash boxes, registers and soft drink machines in
a number of places during the
past week, according to Police.
Recent victims include Motor
Parts Company, Caldwell's 5
and 10, Moore Fruit Co and
Cook's Grocery.

10th Div., Germany—Army
Cpl. Jimmy D. Dial, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Talinus C. Dial,
Route 2, Hickman, Ky., is
scheduled to return to, the U.
S. in December, after serving
with the 10th Infantry Division
in Germany.
Corporal Dial entered the
Army in February. 1955 and
received basic training at Fort
Riley, Kan.. He was graduated
from Dixie High School, Union
City, Tenn., in 1952.

Munich, Germany (AHTNC)
—Army Pfc Edgar Broyles,
19, son of Mr: and Mrs. James
Broyles, Hickman, Ky., recently participated in a field training exercise with, their -11th Airborne Division's 127th Engineer
Battalion in Germany.
Broyles, a demolition specialist in theh battalion's Company C, entered the Army in
April 1955 and arrived overseas last March.

V
Hampton Cox: Dec. 17: 4merican Legion, Hazel Bondurant
Mrs. Thomas Ceates; Dec. 18. Llf
Mary Moser, Mrs. Earl Boaz, 5
Irvin Cash, Jr.; Dec. 19: Mozelle
Gregory, Mrs. Ernest Willey,
Mrs. C. L. Gardner, Francesl
Parry. Wanda Brockwell; Dec.. II
20: Steve French.
Iv
- -

220 Lake Street

SERVICE INCREASED
The opening of 4he Florida
winter season on the Illinois
Central Railroad will begin on
Saturday, December 15. Starting on that date the streamline
City of _Miami will operate
from Chicago and St. Louis on
an every-other-day schedule.
Northbound from Miami, similarly increased service will begin December 17.

It is good to be without
The 1954 Riverview High vices, but it is not good to be
School graduate completed without temptations.
basic training at Fort Chaffee,
Ark.

si•ota

IN GOOD

e1
Perg:
nom
work.

The Fulton News, Thursday, December 13, 1956

Ills STUDENTS HEARD ON
LOCAL RADIO STATION

PICTURE PHONE DEVELOPED BY BELL

Cayce Announces
Honor Roll

V
V

and COLD BEER TO GO
K. P. DALTON, SR.

V

Phone 18$ )11

X1/
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The Fulton News, Thursday, December 1.3, 1956
er.
Several problems in sanitawere brought up and distion
HEALTH
CITIZEN'S
cussed; the most important beCOMMITTEE MEETING
ing the lack of property-owners
A Citizen's Health Committe in Missionary Bottom connecting
for the East Fulton" County to the sewer system, the new
Health Department was organ- garbage disposal plan, which is
ized -February 7. 1956. This being carried out; the dumping
committee is made up of the of trash in Carr Woodj, which
following eititerest -Mrs. Ward Mr. Barry reported cleaned- up
Bushart, chairman, Dr. J. C. and the Fluoridation Project.
Hancock, Dr. J. L. Jones, Mr. which the Citizen's Health ComJ. A. Olillinghann, Mrs. Fred mittee voted to endorse.
Homra. Mrs. Clbyre Veatch,
Among other business, the
Mrs. E. L. Hixon.and Mary E. committee unanimously voted to
.
Flenline, secretary.
write a letter of. thanks to, Mr
The second -meeffrig- was held' Paul ' Boyd for 'the beautiful
Monday night July 30, in the planter at the Health Center.
issembly hall of the new Health These meetings will be held evDepartment building, with a rec- ery three months anti visitors
Ira attendance and two visitors, are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Barry.
The purpose of a Citizen's
No one is useless so this
Health Committee was given as world who lighitens the burden
follows: it is to serve as a rep- ot it for any one else.
iesentative of the people in all
public health problems which
are related to the work of the
t
I
County Health Department. The
help
to
serve
should
committee
II it
reach
- the Health Department
the people and to help the people reach the Health Department.
This group works only as an
advisory group representing the
1
people from a lay point of view
powand has no official (legal)
-

Health Notes—
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STAR SALESMAN

years.

*

*

days. It is full of primitive
eolotions and impulses, generallY kept in check by themore civilized new brain, that
characteristic of man that sets
him apart from the anima!s
unwary
ut watch out. In
moments of the new brain, the
old brain- /TIIIhy erupt.

The
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The
plant
Such
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a 11i
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FOR THE LADY OF THE HOUSE!

BEDROOM SUITES

gat

I

FREZN

etagIIKOCITU I I

SPECIAL

a

What Better Gift ('mild You Ask For

a

15 Cu. Ft.

a

FREEZER

I

Regular $279.95

it

et

Now ONLY

$229.95
a

$98.50

CONGOLEUM

Western Auto Associate Store

a
a
a

goll Goods
and Rugs

up

a SPECIAL! Req. $110

a
a
a

SAMSON
CARD
TABLES

STUDIO COUCHES
I
$59.51) up
OCCASIONALTABLES-COFFEETABLES-PLATFORMRKKERS
LAMPS
CEDAR (HEISTS
a;
il COMPLETE LINE OF WALLPAPER&MARTINSENOURPAINTS:
1a
.
i
V
a

,a
*

just. learning by "free towelshow
lion" and other-Thiethi
to recover some of these memories, and how to use the unconscious mind for your own
good.
You have a new brain and
an old one. The old one is a
eirly evolutionary
relic of e

Your mental powers grow acy. Then her brain-worked
with use and -. you need got leveled off and, for the next
worry about overworking your five hours, speed and accuracy
brain. In fact, you probably remained constant.
At the end of eleven hours.
'Ire using only 10 to 15 percent
,.! its wonderful capabilities. she stopped only because of
_ . .
_
So reports Bruce Bliven in bodily fatigue and hunger. She Onalitilltalilltat maia 4atAiea olitatal Wagatal MAIM WWIIatMealiViatatatatalt MIK atiatiatalla NW*atrafgeta.
a
n article. "Your Brain's Un- found there was no such thing
R
it
realized Powers." in the Octo- as "brain fag."
4
desHe
Digest.
Reader's
ber
it
Other things science has recribes the brain as a delicate cently found out ;about the
0
'
i
\
or
10
mechanism, composed o!
0
nature of khe brain, and which 1...
i
12 billion minute cells, but al- nicest of us can put to gouo
A
';
--so tough and capable of almost ,use:
r
unbelievable .Wear. and tear.
0
brain's capacity is a I o
0
A young --errafth decided to mnsi"
. inexhaustible. After 70 f
0
try her brain out by multiply- yeers of activity, the brain may t
ing in her head a series of two contain --as many as 15 trillion *
four-digit numbers as rapidly separate bits of information,
as possible. She proposed to I and still have used only 15 per
keep this up until her brain cent of its capabilities.
it
got tired out.
Your I. Q. is less important le
She was in for a surprise: than you probably think. Some I
Gold Seal
her brain did not tire. It ap- of the greatest men have had 1
4-Piece
parently got fresher. During relatively low I. Q.'s. More imit
the first six hours there was portant ore character and ina slight decrease in efficiency, dustry.
e
0
0
measured by speed and accurAge need not preeent your 1 11
from

OUT ON A LIMB
By Stumpy McCulloch _
* *
A feller was sellin some of that
Fountain 0' Youth elixir at the Coon.
Ny Fair. "Look at me," he shouted,
"I'm hale and hearty, and I'm over
300 years old!"
"Gosh," a gal in the audience whispered to the young assistant, is he
really that old?"
"I cain't say," the assistant replied.
"I've only worked for him for 100

learning. Unless there has been
severe physical impairment of
the brain fibers, men and women can be mentally vigorous
into the ninth and tenth decades of life.
-Your unconscious mind is
the storehouse of millions of
past experiences. Science is

You Can't Overwork Your Brain:
Science Finds Unlimited Capacity

a

•

I
I[EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPAIIY:

All over the country nowadays, a
they tell me, sawmills are usin' , s
f
every part of a tree - sometimes ;
og
even the bark! In fact, one lumber
company sells ten million dollars
Lake Street
I
Fulton a.
FULTON, KENTU
worth of paper • year, which is
1207 CHURCHTREE
made out of wood they used to call
Horne-Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
waste! It's no mystery why this is
11111111111101011P711111111/1.11.1101110.111,111111101111111011/1111110111011111011,110111111110
happening. It's because the price of
CKYilI*
imanimar il NORM WOW SO WO wasasaryino
trees and .timberland is going up
militiletifetatt
et
ile
ltill
tiltilltalliti
iMMIIMMINIEMBe
every year, and wood chips have iffilltaffitiltintittogintatigintomiltil
1Maltilliallit
alfitet.111111
liteKiltiatalt
lit
lfillimotimmegotilegtaltillEfigillteltelMilteltailltintiltigankVIEMIKei
become too saluahle to waste!
a
* * *
1
II
Early this year, in fact, government •
I
pricai on timber scooted to a new
V
high-now almost 50 per cent higher
V
1
than 1955 prices and 2s per cent
i
above 1954! This is mighty good
*
news to us tree farmers!
* * *
My neighbor Joe Moon lest got
back from Oregon, where he went
through one of them hug sawmills.
Mighty fascinatin' experience, he
says. He saw one mill where wood
scrap is whittled-by machineryinto wafers about the size of poker
chips. Then the chips are fed into
a tube, and blown-at the rate of
a boxcar load an hour-to a giant
.saper mill • mile away. Ain't that
amazing!
* * *
That ain't all! The mills are usin'
other modern gadgets too, Joe says.
He saw one lumber mill where a
feller sits every night in front of a
17-inch television screen. But the only
program he sees is • steady flow of
chips into a boxcar a quartet of •
mile away!. The TV setup *Hosts hirn
to watch over the mill's three chipping machines, and keep an eye on
the carloading operation at the same
time!
* * *
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Brooks "Close Margin"
Oliver
'Brooks "Close Margin"
Oliver. Star Salesman
at Wade Furniture Cons
pony in Fulton, invites
his many friends to take
advantage of the savings offered them on
this 22nd ANNIVERS-,
ARY SALE at Wade;
Furniture Company in
Fulton.
Mr. Oliver said today
that the prices during
this sale are the lowest
he has ever seen. For example, a beautiful 3PIECE MODERN BED
ROOM SUITE, regularly sold at $189.95 — now
only $119.95 during Dec e m lie r Anniversary
Sale at
WIDE FURNITURE
CO.
Lake Street. Fulton, Ky.
"Trade with WADE
and SAVE"

I i,

Visit - Our Store For Your
Holiday Shopping Needs

OM OK

WE HAVE PLENTY OF FREE PARKING SPACE.. RIGHT
AT OUR FRONT DOOR. Rain or shine, cold weather or warm

day or night, no need to walk more than a few steps from
your car into our store. with NEVER a parking worry.

PROMPT SERVICE always, because it's just a step from your

A good safety rule to follow, it
seems to me, is never drive spikes
or nails into trees or logs that may
later be sent to the mill!
* * *
-These trousers may be useful to

car to our door and return. Let us serve you.
BUCK BUSHART, Owner

you," the kind old lady told the tramp.
"All they need is a little mending."
"That's all right, ma'am," the feller
said. "I'll call back in half an hour!"
* * *
So long_ See you soon!
* * *

PRE CHRISTMAS FABRIC SALE
All WOOLS, BOTANY, WOOL
AND ORLON BLENDS
Now $1.95
Rig. $2.50
Regular $1.95 WOOLENS now $130 Per yd.
NOVELTY DRESS MATERIALS

COMPLETE STOCKS
Al All Times Of Your Favorite Brands Of
COLD WINES

WHISKIES

GINS

RUMS

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BRANDS
CUPS

SILKS, ORLON, COMSPUNS, and
MAGIC CREEPS
Now 79c per yard
Reg. 98c

MIXES

•

SUPPLIES

,
n•
msonYwn
slaps,
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DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

COTTONS
Now 69_.
Reg. 79c
Reg. 59c

a

..s.

Fourth and Depot Streets - - Fulton

Now 49c

a

a

a

the following brands of beer: (Pram- A
ALSO THE HOME Of THE FULTON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, distributors (to retailers only) of
Club,
V.,
—
Country
C.
—
Stag,
—
Sterling,
:
(Regular)
Liquid
Gold;
illin): Schlitz, — Pabst, — Fehr's

UNION CITY REMNANT HOUSE
1/2 Block East of Davy Crockett Hotel
4
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The Mush Room Growth
Of The First Baptist
Church of South Fulton
By Dan (rocker

street. Each Sunday the children of
the surrounding neighborhood
would gather to
sing songs and listen to Mrs.
McDowell's Bible stories. For
several years this took place
in the dreary basement without the spark that later ignited
the flaming zeal for a better
Place of worship.
These--were several attempts
by ministers of the First Baptist Church to start a mission
on the Tennessee side, but the
interest did not Prove sufficient
for action until years .later.
The Rev. Woodrow Fuller
failed in hi, eying to establish

The mushroom is a small
plant that grows overnight.
Such has been .the phenomenal
groWth of the South Fulton
Baptist Church.
The church had a very small
beginning. The actual seed was
a Bible story class conducted
by Mrs.. Percy McDowell in
the basement of the old Methoit thurch on East State Line
_
AC AC AC ACligiltatiliflitaillifigaill11011111111g

Wilk PC Pp.

a mission. Rev. E. A. Autrey
tried by having tent meetings
to get together people who
were interested, incarrying on
a mission, but-k it seemed the
community was: not yet ready,
During the pastorship of Rev.
Sam Edd Bradly, Mrs. McDowell decided to move to
New York. She being a Baptist,
offered the sale of the piano
and what furniture was in the
basement to the First Baptist
Church for fifty dollars. The
church bought the furniture
and asked Mrs. Kellie Lowe to
hold Sunday School meetings.
The first Sunday the atten-
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Christmas
Shopping

a
a
a
a

0

For A Gift To Live With
0

a

• Mersman Tables
• Cambridge Lamps
• ICroehler and Sealy Living Room Suites
• Lee, Mohawk, Wunda-Weve Carpets

TIMM'S

V

FURNITURE
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
vdAtinISEIVISIVACACIA Atil.anliocanocatatoconsignacnatec
_
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For That Little Boy's or Little Girl's

CHRISTMAS
GIRLS

BOYS
SPORT JACKETS
si/es .1-12
$8.95 to $12.95
SURCOATS
s.iiiss 1-12
$11.95 to $15.95

‘rs

$13.95 - $23.95(
Sizes 3-6x

$14.95 - $26.95
Sizes 7-14

:••lie. 1-12

Subteens 8-14

$2.95 to $5.95

$26.50 - $37.95

PAJAMAS

CAR COATS

Knit & Broadcloth
Sizes 2-14
Saran(

$1.95 to $2.95
Orlon Sweaters
V Neck
(Sleeveless & Sleeves)

3110 7PS

1-11 ,

$18.95 - $36.95

PANTS

MS

TODDLER COATS

INr- II yr.

$5.95 - $10.95
Subteen -$12.95
Sizes 3-6x

$3.95 - $5.95
$3.50 - $12.95

CAPS and HATS

subteen. s-li
$5.95 - $13.95

ROBES

,

Flannel
and Corduroy
Sizes 4-12

$2.95 to $5.95

SPORTSWEAR
FOR ALL AGES
Sweaters - Slipover
and cardigans, Blouses, skies, Pedal Pushers, Cotton Knit Blouses, Caps, Hats Scarves,
Gloves, Belts, Jewelry,
Purses. Lingerie.

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Sizes 7-14

NEW SHIPMENT
Holiday Dresses
Babettes, Toddlers 1-3
yrs. 3-6x, 7-14, and
Subteens 8-14.

Kuttawa Will Get
State Help For Move

Bro. J. T. Wart came as pastor
in-the late summer of 1951 and
Et still pastoring the church.
From all evidences the church
is still growing both spirtually
and physically.
- .
it is amazing how that in ten
short years a church such as
this could merge from a children's bible story class
basement. The people certainly must have felt the need for
a new church in their community to go all out in the
manner they must have had
to have done to start from
'scratch. In the words of Mrs.
Kellie Lowe, the first Sunday
School teacher, "It was not by
the, people, but by the Divine
will of God that such an Institution be established."

Officials of the State Department of Economic Development
said today the agency will give
extensive assistance in planning
the "new" city of Kuttawa,
whose present site is slated to
be innundated by construction
of Barkley Dam on the lowei
Cumberland River.
estimate thaf-from----one-half to two-thirds of the,_:'
improved properties in Kuttawa will be flooded by a lake
to be formed in connection with
building the dam. The U. S.
Corps of Engineers plans to
start buying up property within the city in 1959 and construction is scheduled to start
in 1960. The new dam is to be
located 11 miles downstream
from the existing town site.

'Neath the tiee!

SLIPPERS
For household duties, tete
time, and stay-at-hoi
See our house slipper se'e:t :n
...newest materials, patterns, co.-

Ort...sizes for ever:ea:.
Ideal for gifts. Priced to

$2.99 to $5.95

PDWARD

'
j a SHOE

Union City, Tennessee

A V
V

MORGAN - VERHINE INC.

GIFT ITEMS

UNION CITY

Baby Toys, Stuffed
Toys, Doll quilts, Ter
ri Lee Dolls & Clothes.
Christmas Stockings in
decorated felt.

CHILDREN'S
UMBRELLAS
$1.95 - $2.25

STORE

a

a

GIVE HER SOMETHING SHE WILL LOVE
Sweaters and Skirts that make a Costume!

RAINCOATS

CARDIGANS
3 12
$2.95 to $4.95
All Sizes,
Colors and Prices

GIFT ITEMS

much of the construction labor
was volunteered.

RELAX A LITTLE!

• Drexel Dining Room Groups
• Large and Small Appliances
V
V
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grow. While still if the old
store
building the
Sunday
School was divided into three
children's classes, one adult
men's class and one adult women's class. Jack Graves was
the teacher of .the men's class
and Mrs. Kellie Lowe taught
the women's class.
In 1947 a lot was purchased
on Central Avenue for the purpose of erecting a new building
for the church. The building
was started, but just as the roof
wes ready to be put on a cyclone came and blew the walls
down. The members abandoned
.he building and sold the lot
back to the original owners.
They then bought a large residence at 305 East Stateline for
the church building.
In April 1954 the present
_buikting was started. AdditionBRO. HART
al work is still being done on
dance was thirteen children the 'church. The building is
and tkvo adults. From then on worth approximately ;50,000.
the attendance surged ahead' by It did not cost this much since
leaps and. bounds. The interest of many people quickened
ond the need for a church was
lealized. The growth at this
time could certainly have been
comparable with the mushroom.
This rapid growth, of course,
was not a healthy one in every
respect. An institution such as
a church must have a firm
base to stand on. Most of the
members were inexperienced
at first, but as time passed
they became more and more
"capable of their duties.
When the room in the basement ,became too small to hold
the steadily increasing crowds
-they were crowds by this
time-the Sunday School was
moved to a building on Paschall Street. At this location
the attendance rose every Sunday.
. The people of this zealous
Sunday School decided to have
a revivaL They called Bro. J.
T. Drace along with another
minister to do the preaching.
The crowds were astounding
for such a young preacher as
Bro. Drace and such a small
town as South Fulton. A public address system was set up
in order that people' who were
unable to get a seat could sit
in their cars and hear the
preaching. There were thirteen
conversions the first week. The
interest was so intense that
the revival was extended for
another week and then on for
three more for a total of five
weeks with good crowds every
night.
After this hearting revival
the people decided to organize
a church. The organization of
the South Fulton Baptist
Church took place on November 17, 1946 in an old store
building on West State Line
Street. The- bottom seemed to
drop out that day as the rain
just poured down all day long.
Nevertheless there were thirtyseven ministers present at the
organization meeting.
The church was organized
and called Bro. J. T. Drace as
full time pastor with the
church furnishing a parsonage
to live in. This in itself, itt....an
outstanding feature. Few churches as young as the South
Fulton Baptist church wouH
have been as willing and able
to have a full time pastor and
furnish him a home.
The church membership and
Sunday School continued to

a
a
a
a

JUSTIN McCARTY

I

a
a

Jewelry - Bill Folds
Dress Belts
$1 and $1.50
Western Goods

matching sweaters and skirts
a
offer so much more than just a "match." The hi-bulk Orlon sweaters are beautifully designed like blouses . . . are touched with

SUITS, PANTS,

the tweed for a perfect ensemble. The tweed skirts are enchant-

SHIRTS, HOLSTERS,

BELTS, SCARVES,

iA
a

ing pastels of 100% Milliken's sheer virgin wool.

LASSOES
*Mize

The Youth Center

*Pink

*Blue

Sizes 8-16

a
a
a

19.95

rem -

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
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Feast On holiday Mushroom Muffin.;

SOCIAL SECURITY
INFORMATION

M

Less huff
and puff...

PARENTS STILL HOLD MAJOR INFLUENCE
ON CHILDREN, SURVEY SHOWS

0

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

PLENTY FREE

s

'=:$*

clonatz dryer
BIGGEST SIZE INCREASE
IN THE

INDUSTRY—Mercury is now
over 174fect long, more than
Inside there are inches
feet wide. Wheelbase is a big
more headroom, kg room--as
122 inches.
much shoulder room, for exam
ple, as in many of the most expei
eo,:*-ear.,.

3-WAY POWER CHOICE

New 255-hp Safety-Su
rge V-8 with Power-Booster
Fan_A Mercury "first"

With an electric clothes
dryer you have not only less
work but better results, too!
Toweli

that tumble-dry become
soft anti fluffy,

delightful to use. Clothes that
dry gently
don't have the stiffness that
comes from hours of
hanging. They last longer,
too, and colors stay bright.

Give your clothes the gent
le treatment. Buy an elec
tric
clothes dryer from your
dealer.

in the
engine fan coasts when not need Montclair Series. The
ed for cooling. You save
horsepower other cars waste,
enjoy a far quieter ride.
New 255-hp Safety-Sur
ge V.1—Dream-car performance in, the Monterey Seri
es—Mercury's lowest priced
line! Features another Merc
ury "first" which you get at
no extra cost on all BIC
M engines for '57—a Ther
momatic Carburetor. It automati
cally controls the temperature of the air the engi
ne breathes—helps keep it
uniform summer and wint
er. Engine starting is easier,
usable power and economy
are increased.- ,

'‘firkat..,dfate:,./o
//y
f with FULL HOUSEPOW
ER wiring
If your homes locks 740 volt wiring
for this ond
your deoler con odviso you
on plans for its instollohon Our office
will be glad
to offer recornm.ndotions on any wirin
g along*s
or addition, you desire.

STRAIGHT OUT OF TOMORR

OW

Whirr major opphonce,,

th 4

.
(11V111111111N
dr,
Welait°
t

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

YEAR'S MOST IMPORTANT

RIDE IMPROVEMENTS

Exclusive Full-Cushion Sho
ck Absorbers_One
of Mercury's
great Floating Rok features
.
first shock absorbers in
the industry
to give such amazing

Ti“.

bump-smothering control on
rough roads
without sacrificing a soft, satinsmooth ride on average roads.
New Swept-back Ball-Joi
nt Front Su pe nsion_Mer
cury introduces a new improved version
of its famous suspension syst
em.
Because of the new swept-back
design, the front wheels are now
, in
effect, pulled gently met IniMps,
rather than pushed into them.
New balanced weight dist
4
ribution greatly reduces
nose dipping.oti
"
r, -tor- mr t t t
.
r tal

starts.
New road-huggIng center
of gravity —Everything is
lower. Car
height, passen,•er compartment, fram
e, and rear axle. You enjoy
amazing sense of "nailed-down"
an
stability

on curves.
You've got to fed Mercury's new
Rim
ing
Ride to believe it. We
invite you to do just that, toda
y, at our showroom.

n
M ERCURY to
r of ./0, DREAM-CAR DESIGN

GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
Highway 45, North

01,

•

ur

an

url
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t.

kwli
float
moth
fet"
$150
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PARKING!

Winged Performance and a Floati
ng Ride make
The Big M the road-hungriest c
ar ever built
-Ammr
11111011011kWOMM
/4%

New 290-hp Turnpike
Cridiser V-8_ Wait till you
feel
its silk -and-dynamite perr
ormancr! Optional on all
Montelairs and Wiiti•r,•‘,
.
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II SAND PARTICIPATES
CHRISTMAS PARADE
From the Fliti KENNEL:
"rabbit fever",
I its victims by
body's strength
rgy is gone, acpet-intents at the
Tennessee.
the tularemia
death is not yet
ports say victims
e simply from a
y. Dr. John M.
I-T bacteriology
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eeiwne unable to
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l'he Fulton High band was
e among the nve oands to
rticipate in the big Paducah
hristmas parade The other
ur bands were Benton High
nd, Murray High band. Tilghdrill
and
band
an High
am, and Lincoln High band.
The parade was Saturday,
mber 1, and consisted of
•
different parade positions.
urray High band led the Made with religious float from
St. Thomas Moore school following. All the rest of the
floats fellowed.a Mother Goose
motif with "Little Miss Waof
prize
first
taking
fer
$150.00.
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JOE COOPER IS
HELD IN DEATH
OF JAMES PRATHER

From the ruts KENNEL:
Al T. Owens, local businessman, was speaker at the chapel
program at Fulton High School
on November' 28. He was introduced by Principal Mansfield Martin. Mr. Owens made
a very interesting talk on
"Small Businesses."
The local businessman said
that you should get as much
schooling as possible and actual
experience by working with
other people, and make an inventory of yourself before going into any business. You
should ask yourself about your
love for people, your patience,
your good temper, whether or
not you are a hard worker, and
If you have a strong desire to
make a success.
In closing he said that a
small town business can be
very §-uccessful and a big help
to the community if you put
,into it and are willing
effortto eve the time.
Wednesday,
following
The
the
Mr. Martin introduced
Rev. John Laida, who in turn
guests, Mr.
his
introduced
Corner, who is song leader at the
Baptist revival, and the Rev.
Angel Martinez, who is preaching at the revival.
Mr. Corner led the student
body in a few songs and then
Rev. Martinez made a very
it.teresting talk.

Dead Man Shot

Bowerbank, Maine, the
In
post office has another problem.. . . this time its a moose.
The big bull moose strolls
into the post office almost
. looks around and
daily .
saunters out.
Charles Meunier of the U.
Officials haven't been able to
S. Soil Conservation Service
out if he is just friendfigure
returned Saturday from Coswaiting for a letter.
is
or
ly
hocton. Ohio, where he received four weeks of specilized
training in soil and water conservation.
The training was designed to
help Meunier be of greater
service to farmers in planning
and applying complete conservation plans on their farms.
The training center, located
on a 1000 acre farm, serves
as a research station and proving ground for new developments relating to soil and water. "Results of these experiments could be seen on the
nearby Muskingham Watershed," Meunier said.
from eleven
men
Thirty
states attended this training
school. While there, tours were
conducted over such famous
farms as "Ivfalabor" owned by ('an be found in our
baby department. Baby
the late Louis Brornfield.
Gifts and everyday
Meunier is assigned to the
Fulton County Soil Conservanecessities.
tion District and works under
Gifts Wrapped Free
the direction of Mx. Norman
Terry of Mayfield, Ky.
WES TENN DEPT.

Thanksgiving By
Ex-Brother-ln-Law
James Prather. 50.• ex-fish
dock operator, died Saturday
Dec. 1st at the Fulton Hospital.
Fulton County Sheriff John
Rose said doctors at the hospital told him ,the frian's death
probably was caused by a liver
ailment.
Mr. Prather, how,,ver, was
shot at his home Thanksgiving
day by Joe Cooper, 32-yearold Hickman Mechanic, and had
been at the hospital since.
Mr. Cooper, a former brotherin"-law of Mr. Prather, had been
out on $3000 bond in connection with the shooting. He was
arrested shortly after Mr. Prather's death and placed in the
Insurance and Real F.state
Fulton county tail at Hickman.
' Mr. Cooper had been charged
For Best Service in Fire
with shooting Mr. Prather in
and Aut,mobile Insurance
the back at the home of Mr.
SEE
Prather's mother, Mrs. Hugh
Edd Prather, in Hickman. Mr.
os
Stenhens
Charley
Cooper was shot under the
shoulder blade on the left side
with a .22 caliber automatic
pistol.
The Thanksgiving incident
hand-out caller at the
THE FOX, who is a frequent food
was the outgrowth of a shoot- 'TOMMY"
STORE, Inc.
Park, on the transcontinental
The pneumatic process of conKith Kaduk fishing lodge in Algonquin
ing last May when Mr Prather line of the Canadian National Railways through Northern Ontario. does Harper, Donald Ray.
verting pig irtrn into steel was
Fulton
blasted the mechanic and his •little pre-Christrnas sniffing to find out "What a for me" on the decorated
developed by William Kelly in
Froskntan
Cooper, 19, outdoor Christmas tree. Chief Guide Jack Wilkinson annually decorates a
hr,ther,
Robert
Nancy
County.
Lyon
Burnette,
Jean
Girls:
park.
Provincial
with a 410 gauge shotgun. The Use for the friendly arumais in the 3,000 •quare-mile
Fed Bushart, Judy Burton, Martha
fishing is encouraged.
brothers were hospitalized for whore Isolating is not allowed but trout
Herring.
several weeks after the shootBoys- Tommy Allen, Ralph
ing Mr. Prather was tried in
Itirrisint. Nancy Wood.
Moore, Wayne Anderson, James
the September term of circuit
Harry Reed, John Cunningham, WalBoys: Al liushart.
court on the charge of shooting
Lacewell, Joe Dallas. Truman lace, Shankle, Tommy Fields.
self
pleaded
lie
the brothers
Satterfield.
defense He was fined $250 and
A recent survey by the UniJuniors
costs
of Michigan Research
Take advantage of The Courier-Journal's Special
The first shooting occurred
Girls Ma%ion Blackstone, Sue versity
ha.s confirmed the wideafter Mr. Prather instituted diMoore, Ella Doyle. Virginia Center popularity of United
Offer and get this big doily newspaper at a low,
Fall, Christine spread
vorce proceedings against his
Anne
Page.
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Sons. Patsy Grooms,
Americans in all walks of life.
thers.
Students Making
Wright
In the Thanksgiving shooting,
Boys: Edwin Matheny.
6-Weeks Honor Roll
.Mr. Cooper allegedly went to
Hearing Aid Batteries
principal
Sophomores
Mansfield Martin,
the Prather home to tell Mr.
Girls: Mary Ann Bennett,
Prather that he wasn't hold- of Fulton High School today
Complete Line
ing a grudge against him for released the names of students Joanne Covington, Susan Bip:
tor all makes of bearing aide
the
Davis, Ruth Buns,
for
Jeannie
roll
honor
hart,
him
the
and
making
brother
Visit our Hearing Aid Departshooting his
second six-weeks period at the Brenda Jones, Sidney Calh- ment at your first opportunity.
last spring.
school. Four girls and four ham, Carolyn Mann.
CITY DRUG CO.
Ray Bradley,
boys were listed among the
Glynn
Boys:
Phone 70
MS Lake Street
students making all A's for the Phillip Jeffress, Richard BritPigue, Freddie
period. They are:
ton,: Roger
Jean Cole Bynum. senior:
Ken Winston. junior: George
White,
Burnett., senior; Bud
junior; Gloria Hinton, junior;
Charlie Huddleston, sophomore;
Susan McDaniel, junior; Roland Carter, freshman.
Students making all A's and
SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
B's:
LARGE PRINT — $3.98
Girls: Nancy Adams. Mary
Charles Herring, Patsy Davis,
Elwanda Lawson. Becky Edwards, Norma Owen, Patsy
Fleming, Wanda Sons, Joyce

ATTENTION
DARK AIR-CURED
TOBACCO GROWERS
Tobacco
Is Now Receiving Dark Air-Cured
Sale
Big
For Another

Friday, December 14th
Higher Prices For Your ToThe Record Shows That You Get
. The MURRAY TOBACbacco On The MURRAY MARKET
Unloading Facilities In The
CO MARKET Offers The Best
With No Crowding.
Area. There Is Always Plenty Of Room
FEW, ESTI A-vnot.
sa*va. FR AMR
FIRE/ 1.41011/
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NEW PIVOT POISE FRONT
SUSPENSION WITH COUNTER OIVE

Oldsmobile's pioneering advance in "ride engineering" brings to Olas • new,
sweeping-low silhouette ... an exciting new style that means new riding qualities.
too! New smoothness! New stability! A wonderful new low-level ndel These
are ycaar thrills with Olds for '57 ... and here's why:
The new Wide-Stance Chassis is oure-f,w,ted aml stable with new Pivot-Poise
Front Suspension and Counter-Di•e for ''on-the-level- stops. The new I.-Row
room.
Drive Shaft permits a lower center of gravity. without stealing bead
Outboard-mounted rear shock absorbers pave every road with pleasure! And
an 8-inch-wider frame accents your riding comfort.
Here's your kind of performance, ton ... in a great. new Rocket T-400 Engine,*
where advanced engineering by Olds adds up to economy when you want it,
power when you need it! Seventeen exciting models in three great eerier—
Golden Rocket 88, Super 88, Starlire 48! Come •isit our showroom now ...
see why Oldsmobile is the value-car of the year!
wootioic epeeist
*277 h.p. Rooker T-400 Fnein• .toratord ow
Rothet Engine, wrath sap to 332 'cp. FroalaiN ea vs+ ro sae.

COME ON INI THE WELCOME MAT IS ALWAYS OUT AT YOUR OLDSMOBILE QUALITY DEALER'S!

DIARY—

•ROCK SPRINGS

Mrs. Nettie Lou Omelets •

Mrs. Elmer Walston •

Mrs. Pearl Cooper spent a
few days last week with Mr.
and Mrs Herman Elliott.
Lee Snow visited Joe Snow
Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchel Guyn
spent Sunday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Efliott
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. E.
Green Monday.
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent awhile Friday morning with
Mrs. Colen Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. John Saunders,
Mrs. Onis Jackson and Jeanie,
Mrs. Beatrice Conner and children visit' Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Veatch
Snow and Mrs. Ella
Sunday afternoon.

The community was saddened Friday morning when Bryant Williams passed away at
the home of his son, Earl Williams. Services were held Sunday afternoon at the Rock
Springs Primitive baptist
Church. The Rev. Casey Pentecost officiated, assisted by the
Rev. John Wier. Burial was in
the church cemetery under the
direction of the Paul Hornbeek
Funeral Home of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Golden, of
Balsam Lake, Wis. visited Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Walston for
the past week. The Golden's
will leave Monday for Miami,
Fla. where they will spend the
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Denton Pittman
are the proud parents of a

(Continued from Page Qne
of this section)
was honored recently with a
gift tea given in the lovely
home of Mrs. Roy Latta in
Water Valley.
the
Latta received
Mrs.
guests and was so very attractive in a black crepe Derni-Dell
original.
In the receiving line were
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
U S. Copeland and, Mrs. Otha
the
of
Alexander, 'Mother
groom-to-be.
Rita was stunning in a white
sheath with all over design of
embroidery.
and
rhinestones
Her corsage which was a gift
from her hostesses, was made
of red carnations. Mrs. Copeland wore a wedge-wood blue
wool. Her corsage was pink
carnations. Mrs. Alexander
wore a frock of pink wool
studded with rhinestones. Her
corsage was white carnations.
The dining table held at its
centerpie;..e a miniature, lighted
white church with stained glass
windows. It featured a miniature bride and groom leaving
the church. Flanking the scene
were white lighted tapers in
silver candleholders.
The co-hostesses, serving the
guests were Mrs. P. L Pillow,
Mrs. Mabel Tibbs, Mrs. Carl
Pirtle, Mrs. E. J. Hall and
Mrs. Virgil Arnett.
Mrs. 'Mary V. Hicks displayed the many lovely gifts and
Mrs. Cliff Williams presided at
the register.

• NEW HOPE NEWS

From FHS !Comma
Santa's Diary. . .
EDS. NOTE: During Thanksgiving holidays we paid Santa
Claus a little visit To entertain
us the jolly, old man and Mrs.
baby girl, born Tuesday, Dec.
4 at the Jones Hospital, Fulton.
The young lady weighed 5 lbs.
15 or and has been named
Sue Ann. This is the Pittrnen's
second child.
Mr. and Mrs Wallace Webb
daughter, Mrs.
visited their
sort,
and
Young
Constance
Duane, Union City, Sunday.
Sorry to report that Mr. Willie Jackson is seriously ill at
County
the
Clinton-Hickman
HospitaL
Mr. and Mrs. G. Golden, Mrs.
and Mrs. Elmer Walston visited Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lewis
Thursday night.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, December 18, 1956
get Terry in bed.
I left Marion Blackstone a
beautiful, three-layer, chocolate
cake with fudge icing, but after I re-checked my notes in
the sleigh, I returned to her
house, ate the cake, and left
Marion Rye-ICrisp . . .
My, how time passes! I was
shocked to realize how grownup Nancy and Al Bushart have
become. It seems like only yesterday that I brought Nancy
a little football and Al his first
long pants
. .
While visiting in the Linton
home I saw Anne tenderly
gazing at a package from Bill
Robertson. I preditt something
will come of this . . .
I gave Charles powers another "little black book," because
the one given him last year is
overflowing .
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When I visited the Dunn
home, I was surprised to find
one member of the family missing Later by Ructolph's light
I spied a red-and-white Ford
racing Bobby in the family car
from Hickman.
I left Mr. Lowe a "Santa
Special," a dictionary for undefinable terms. Also, left him—
.. I did all other Fulton High
.
stocking full of
teacherspatience and fortitude.
As I finished my rounds
about dawn, I let Rudolph
guide my sleigh through Fulton once more, and there walking down Lake Street were.
George Bondurant and Jerry
Page But it was Christmas
Eve so I simply waved and
cried the traditional greeting,
'Merry Christmas to all and to
all good-night!"
SANTA
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Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Faulkner
of Harris, _Tennessee surprised
their daughter, Nancy with a
lovely birthday dinner recently.
The dinner was served buffet-style from a beautifully appointed table which held as its
centerpiece a delicious threetiered decorated birthday cake.
Guests were seated at srnall
tables, which were aglow with
lighted tapers, circled with holly Handmade Christmas placecards added further attractiveness to the table.
Following a delicious turkey
dinner, the honoree opened her
gifts. Games and contests were
enoyed during the remainder
of the evening.
Present for the happy occasion were: the honoree, Miss
Nancy Faulkner, Miss Lariane
Maynard,
Fields, Miss Joan
Miss Joan Tune, Miss Jessie
Gamblin; Donald Rives. GayIon Cardwell of Troy, Morgan
Fields, Joe Royce Lowe, Mr.
Martin,
and Mrs. Mansfield,
and the hosts, Mr. and Mrs.
Faulkner and sons, Leon and
James.
As if they don't do it 365
days a year ,the women of the
Walnut Grove Church decided
to give their men-folks a fan. so
cier dinner than usual .
last week the good ladies of
the Women's Society of the
church put on a real feast for
the men in their lives. From
all reports it was a wonderful
get-together and after some
good fellowship and food thc
men held their regular month/y meeting and program, as
did the women.
At the women's meeting Mrs.
Herman St. John conducted
the business session. Mrs. Tom
program
the
• Reese opened
-with prayer and Mrs. J. C.
Elam read the scripture lesson.
Mrs. Albert McClain gave the
Purpose of the Society. Mrs.
Sue White presented the program "For All Children."
Mrs. Jack Irvine, Mrs.. Albert McClain, Mrs. Keith Smith
assisted with the program. Mrs.
White dismissed with prayer.
At the conclusion of the program Christmas gifts were exchanged.

Claus showed us Santa's diary
of his memorable visit in 1955.
We found it very interesting
and thought Fil.ton High students might enjoy some ex(erps from it
Well, about 12 00 a.m. I left
Union City, Tennessee, U.S.A.
and a few minutes later I approached the outskirts of ridton, Kentucky
My first stop was the beautiful, new Boyd home. After
inspecting her other gifts, I
decided to leave Barbara Ann
a closet instead of clothes . . .
While in the Highlands, I
gave Harold Frazier a good
talking to for throwing all Sylvia's presents in the fireplace.
However, since he's done such
a good job for the Bulldogs
this year, I left him something
.
besides sticks and ashes .
. I didn't dare go into Coach
Thomas's house, since he was
still trying—not too calmly—to
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A GIFT FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY PRACTICAL IDEA! A NEW BEDROOM!
Somewhere in Graham's enormous stocks of living room suites you will find just what you are
looking for in a Living Room Suite, be it modern,
period style or just styled for casual comfort. Surprise your family this Christmas with a wonderful
new living room! Visit Graham's now.

On Graham's three floors of furniture you will
find a hugh selection of every popular type of
bedroom suite, and nothing makes a more welcome Christmas gift. Nothing keeps on being so
appreciated for years to come. First, visit our
store and let us show you around!
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LIVING ROOM GRACE!
Single or twin barrel-back chairs are handsome, cornfortable and inviting! When would you bu s them but
at Christmas--but when do you want sour home to
look lovelier! Come to Graham's and make sour selection now! . . . for Christmas Eve delivery.
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CHAIRS FOR HER, CHAIRS FCR HIM

A Bia Comfortable
PLATFORM
ROCKER

cohir te
and
There's wonderful utility, comfort
added to a bedroom with one of our lovely slipper chairs
or to a den with one of our big lounge c!,aii s—an-1
Christmas is the time to do it. Let us show you our marMore than half of air burs
velous assortment. Modern, traditional styles of most
Bonds
of United States Savings
Oall kinds await your visit.
purchase them through the
Payroll Savings Plan.
ft
V

V
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What better gift for anv
mother (or dad) than this
looking luxurious
good
rocker that can be used in
Any room Covered in mohair or tapestry in lovely colors.
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OCCASIONAL TABLES

Ft's grand

as a sauee...a
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FOR EVERY NEED!

salad dressing

We have tables of very description to fit any poc-

.
0
!

ketbook. Lamp tab!.-s, end tables, radio tables, cof-

ard aspread!

fee tables and just plain tebl-s T-51e5 that would
be an asset to any home.

Mode by
KRAFT
from the
case and Daly
MIRACLE
WHIP
end special
pickle relishes

Miraele
SandwichSpnd
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LANE CEDA
GIVE A LAMP
All Christmas furniture gifts are not expensive to be appreciated: one or a pair
of our beautif•al lamps
may be just the thing
she wants! All prices,
any styles; hundreds
in stock.

Most
t h e

b' 17,

market.

Traditional
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well

as new mode n and period
styling that will make her
"LANE" also a lovely piece
of furn:ture. Come, see!
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.....Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan.....
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Graham Furniture Co.
303 Walnut Street
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